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ABSTRACT
Penumatcha, Ashish Verma PhD, Purdue University, December 2016. Towards Building a Prototype Spin-Logic Device. Major Professor: Joerg Appenzeller.
Since the late 1980s, several key discoveries, such as Giant and Tunneling Magnetoresistance, and advances in magnetic materials have paved the way for exponentially
higher bit-densities in magnetic storage. In particular, the discovery of Spin-Transfer
Torque (STT) has allowed information to be written to individual magnets using
spin-currents. This has replaced the more traditional Oersted-field control used in
field-MRAMs and allowed further scaling of magnetic-memories. A less obvious consequence of STT is that it has made possible a logic-technology based on magnets
controlled by spin-polarized currents. Charge-coupled Spin Logic (CSL) is one such
device proposal that couples a giant spin Hall e↵ect(GSHE) write-unit with a Magnetic Tunnel Junction read-unit.
Several theoretical reports have demonstrated that a CSL-style device can function as a fundamental building block for neuromorphic computing by harnessing the
intrinsic properties of magnets. This thesis describes the working of a CSL device.
Experimental progress towards building the individual components of CSL and also
our e↵orts to integrate these components into a CSL prototype will be presented. In
addition to the integration e↵ort, this work also explores spin-injection from a GSHE
metal to a nanoscale magnet through an intermediate non-magnetic metal. Our results indicate that with the right choice of intermediate layers, the spin-angular momentum absorbed by the magnet can be increased without engineering the intrinsic
spin Hall angle of the GSHE metal.

xvi
Finally, this work also proposes a Schottky-barrier model to describe the current
flow through low-dimensional semiconductors and uses it to extract the band gap of
black-phosphorus thin-films in an attempt to characterize novel 2D-materials.

1

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

Motivation
Since the early 1970’s, the scaling of transistors has followed Moore’s projection

that transistor counts would approximately double every two years [1]. The constant
electric field scaling rules proposed by Robert Dennard [2] not only packed more
transistors on a single chip, as Moore predicted, but also allowed transistors to operate
faster with every successive node while also reducing power consumption. Since 2005,
the industry has abandoned constant-field scaling because the supply voltage could
no longer be scaled down, partly due to the Boltzmann limit of 60mV/decade. The
speed of an individual transistor is also no longer increasing from one node to next due
to velocity saturation. Scaling is now driven by the aim of packing more transistors
on a chip and the number of operations per second is being improved by making
multiple cores on a chip or employing architecture and circuit-level innovations.
Currently, the industry is at the 14nm node where sophisticated tri -/ omegagate structures are needed to maintain gate control and prevent short-channel e↵ects.
Even the most optimistic estimates [4] of the ultimately-scaled individual silicontransistor predict that we will be at the 1.8nm node1 by 2025. Many innovations
have enabled scaling to the current state-of-the-art, but in order to further reduce
power consumption in ICs, a paradigm shift seems inevitable. Tunnel FETs [5, 6],
ferro-electric FETs [7], high-mobility channel materials are all currently being explored to this end. These devices, sometimes called the beyond-Moore devices [4], are
modifications of current transistors that allow the voltage scaling without sacrificing
performance.
1

this is only name of the node and may not correspond to the actual channel length of the device
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Fig. 1.1. Moore’s law : Graph (from [3]) showing how the clock speeds
and transistor counts have increased exponentially since the 1970s. A
plateau in the clock speeds can be seen around 2005. Reprinted by
permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature, from [3]), copyright (2016)

Another class of devices that are currently being evaluated in the Nanotechnology
Research Initiative(NRI) center as potential MOSFET replacements abandon charge
as the computation variable in favor of magnetization(spintronic devices), collective
electron states(orbitronic devices), electric polarization etc. A list of these devices
along with their projected device and circuit performance and energy consumption
have been compiled by Dimitri Nikonov and Ian Young in reference [8, 9].These devices are based on new-physics and material systems that are still active areas of
research. Although they are being investigated as potential CMOS replacements,
one could envision them performing tasks that today’s transistors are inefficient at.
For instance, the spin devices that use magnetization as a computation variable are
well-suited for neuromorphic computing [10–12]. Other devices that have an in-built
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non-volatile memory can open new avenues that could eliminate the latency associated with cache and o↵-chip memory. The ITRS has also recognized the importance
of identifying these added functionalities that are made possible by the new class
of devices, broadly classified under a category called more-than-Moore. These new
devices do not necessarily scale according to Moore’s law. However, they can perform
certain tasks that are not possible or are inefficient using traditional CMOS. We can
envision these more-than-Moore devices as the future direction for solving societal
problems. The ultimate scaled MOSFET-transistor then just becomes an established
platform on top of which these newer technologies can be integrated almost like a
system-on-chip, but with a much broader canvas of capabilities.
This thesis focuses on the use of magnetization as a computational variable for
logic.Why is magnetization expected to be a better computation variable than charge?
The well known Shannon-von Neumann - Landauer expression for the fundamental
limit of energy required to process N bits is N kB T ln2 [13, 14]. This is a fundamental
limit for energy dissipation per operation in traditional CMOS. However, it holds true
only for non-collective systems, i.e. only if the electrons act as independent particles.
Magnetism however is a collective phenomena where strongly correlated electrons are
involved. Several reports [15, 16] have shown that the energy dissipated to“switch” a
system of N strongly interacting particles is ⇡ kT ln2. So, the presence of interactions
allows us to beat the limit imposed for non-interacting systems such as ordinary
charge-based devices. This is one of the reasons why a majority of the emerging
nano electronic switches for example, the BISFET [17], All-Spin Logic(ASL) [18],
Nanomagnetic Logic [19], rely on collective phenomena.
Magnetization has been used in the data storage industry since the age of magnetictape storage. The fact that ferromagnets are non-volatile makes them ideal memory
storage elements. However, spin and nano-magnet based logic devices are still in the
nascent stages of their development. In this work, we have focussed on building a
device that can be used to design a spin-based logic scheme - Charge coupled Spin
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logic(CSL). Other device schemes such as ASL were also explored. These proposals
are broadly grouped into a category called “Spin-torque logic”.

1.2

Spin-Torque Logic – CMOS replacement?
One of the major e↵orts of the NRI program has been to investigate how the

beyond-CMOS devices perform in fully-functional circuits, for example, a 32-bit adder,
an Arithmetic Logic Unit(ALU). The benchmarking e↵ort [9], led by Dmitri Nikonov
and Ian Young, modeled the proposed devices using experimentally determined input parameters and used these device-models to build circuits and determine their
performance in terms of energy consumption and speed.
The benchmarking reports for the beyond-CMOS devices from reference [9] are
shown in figure 1.2. Even after assuming the most efficient charge-to-spin conversion
efficiencies, scaled magnets and aggressive lay-out schemes, the spin-torque devices
were found to be more power hungry and slower than CMOS. These limitations can

Fig. 1.2. Benchmarking results adapted from reference [9]. The
spin/magnetic devices, plotted using red circles, are clearly more
power hungry and slower than both CMOS LV and CMOS HP.
©[2015] IEEE
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be traced back to some intrinsic properties of spin currents and magnetism. The
speed of the spin-torque based logic devices is limited by the natural time-scale of
magnetization dynamics, which is determined by the precession frequency. This time
scale is approximately 1ns [20] and results in slow devices. The energy consumption is
currently limited by the mechanisms used to electrically generate spin-currents. Even
though recent discoveries such as spin Hall e↵ect have improved the charge-to-spin
conversion efficiencies over spin-filtering at a ferromagnet-normal metal interface, this
step continues to impede progress in the field of spintronics. Another major roadblock
that is increasing energy consumption is the stochastic nature of spin-torque switching
of magnets [21]. In order to avoid errors in logic, the designer is forced to use very
generous voltage margins further increasing the energy consumption. Clearly, spintorque devices with currently available materials and technologies cannot be treated
as drop-in replacements for CMOS devices. Several new discoveries promise to solve
some of the above problems. For instance, anti-ferromagnets have been predicted to
switch in the pico-second time-scale [22]. Also, an exotic class of materials called
topological insulators have been predicted to convert charge current to spin current
with a near 100 % efficiency [23]. However, these advances are still not mature enough
to use in devices.

1.3

Neuromorphic applications
As described in the previous section, spin-torque logic can be integrated into

a Silicon CMOS chip to add extra functionality such as neuromophic or cognitive
capabilities. Neuromorphic computing was first conceived by Carver Mead in the
1980s at Caltech. He sought to mimic the functioning of neurons and other parts
of the brain using analog VLSI circuits. Since the 80s, several research groups have
built neuromorphic units at the software level, or using networks of chips with o✏ine
training, using GPUs and clusters [24, 25]. Typically, these implementations use
existing digital/analog CMOS technology combined with stored weights acting as
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synapses to emulate the learning aspect of brain-like circuits. However, using existing
Von Neumann architectures imposes many constraints such as sequential execution
and latency arising from frequent memory access events. This is often described as
the Von Neumann bottleneck [26]. It slows down applications where frequent access
to memory is necessary as is the case for many neuromorphic applications.
The applications that stand to gain the most from switching to a neuromorphic
implementations include pattern / speech recognition, visual processing, classification
and prediction tasks. These applications are growing in importance and are even
implemented using software in the virtual assistants in our smart-phones.
Recently, with the discovery of several new memory-technologies such as memristors, Resistive RAMs (RRAMs), Spin transfer torque Magnetic Random Access
Memory (STT-MRAM) the memory element can be integrated into the back-end-ofline, thus drastically reducing the latency associated with memory access. In some
new proposals, the logic device itself has a built-in non-volatile memory making them
ideal for emulating the behavior of a neuron. Such hardware implementations preserve
the inherent parallelism, error tolerance and low power-consumption associated with
the functioning of the human brain [11, 26]. To emulate the most basic functioning
of a Neuron, a device would need :
1. A Summing-unit to add incoming signals. This function is performed by the
dendrites and the axon in a neuron that tune the action potential based on
incoming signals.
2. A thresholding-unit to fire when the incoming signals add up to exceed a
threshold. This function is typically seen at the axon hillock where the neuron
generates a spike/pulse when the action potential exceeds a threshold.
3. Weighting elements to adjust the weight/strength of outgoing signals. This
function is found in the synapse of a neuron by tuning the strength of the
outgoing electrical/chemical signal based on the learning and also the incoming
pulses/spikes.
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The learning requires a training-set and the the use of a specific learning algorithm
such as back-propagation to be implemented to tune the weights of the connections
between the artificial neurons. Over the years, the fields of machine learning and
neural networks have discovered, implemented and analyzed the efficiency of di↵erent
learning algorithms. Note that there are many other features of a biological neuron
such as the spiking action, spike time dependent plasticity etc that are ignored in this
simple picture. The main goal is not to mimic the exact functioning of the brain but to
emulate the parts that make the task at hand easier. Magnets due to their intrinsic
properties lend themselves to a natural implementation of neuromorphic circuits.
The next section covers some of the basic properties of magnets and key advances
in spintronics that have made the energy-efficient manipulation of magnetization onchip a reality. Many of these topics are also at the heart of the spin-logic devices
that are the central focus of this work. After the brief review, these properties will
be connected back to the basic features of the neuron described in this section.

1.4

Nanomagnetism
The basic properties of magnetic materials, the relevant length scales and energy

terms are summarized in this section as they will ultimately determine how the device
dimensions need to be scaled in order to lower energy consumption and improve
performance when they are used to perform logic-operations.
A bulk magnet can be thought of as being composed of several small magnetic
dipoles or spins. Each dipole has a magnetization direction and strength. For reasons
that will described below, the magnetized body spontaneously forms domains, which
are regions over which the magnetization direction of the dipoles is spatially invariant.
From one domain to another however, the magnetization direction is not required to
be the same. Under specific conditions, for example, when a large external field is
applied, the magnet’s domains all align themselves in the direction of the magnetic
field and the whole body now has a spatially uniform magnetization.
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For the sake of simplicity, we will assume a body that is small enough that we
can treat the magnetization within the volume as a single magnetic moment or spin
represented by a single magnetization vector. The magnetic properties of such a body
are anisotropic, i.e. strongly direction dependent. Without restricting the discussion
to a single material, the following subsections will talk about the anisotropies that
are found in magnets. Each anisotropy term has a minimum energy configuration
and a penalty associated with deviations from this configuration.

1.4.1

Crystalline anisotropy

If we consider a crystalline magnet, with a cubic structure and we align the applied
field along the di↵erent crystal directions, say, [100] or [111], the coercive field2 will
depend on the actual arrangement of the atoms in the lattice. In the case of Iron (bcc),
the lowest coercive field is observed when the field is aligned in the h100i direction.
The direction which corresponds to the lowest coercive field is called the easy-axis of
the magnet. Since an applied field must do more work when it is oriented away from
the easy-axis, there is an energy associated with crystalline anisotropy.
The simplest forms of crystalline anisotropy occurs for Cobalt(hcp) and is called
a uniaxial anisotropy. The easy-axis is along the normal to the basal plane (c-axis).
Ignoring higher order terms, the uniaxial anisotropy energy can be approximated as
E = Ku V sin2 ✓

(1.1)

where Ku is the uniaxial anisotropy constant, V is the volume of the magnet and
✓ is the angle between the magnetization and the easy-axis direction as illustrated
in fig.1.3. The value of Ku is usually extracted from measurements. Although the
physical origin of crystalline anisotropy is known to be spin-orbit coupling, there are
no first-principles calculations that can predict the value of Ku . Other Crystalline
anisotropies. for example easy plane, cubic, also exist and have di↵erent energy
⇣ ⌘
~ .
E M
2

the field required to align all the spins in the direction of the external field
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M

easy axis

E
E b = K uV

0
Fig. 1.3. Sketch of the energy landscape of an in-plane magnetized
nanomagnet if only uniaxial anisotropy is considered. ✓ is the angle
the magnetization makes with the easy-axis of the magnet, Eb is the
energy barrier at zero external field, Ku is the uniaxial anisotropy
constant and V is the volume of the magnet.

1.4.2

Zeeman Energy

The Zeeman energy is simply the energy that makes the magnetization align itself
with an applied external field. Excess work done to tilt the magnetization away from
the direction of the applied field is stored as potential energy. This energy density is
written as E =

1.4.3

~ app .M
~.
H

Shape Anisotropy

This is the most relevant anisotropy term for poly-crystalline magnets. Most of the
magnets used in our experiments are deposited either through electron-beam evaporation or sputtering, which normally yields polycrystalline magnets, unless special care
is taken to use a substrate that promotes growth along a certain crystalline-direction
or annealing is performed to enhance the quality of the magnet’s crystallinity. In such
cases, the shape of the magnet can itself be a source of magnetic anisotropy that dom-
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inates the other energy terms. This arises from magneto-static energy considerations
and is sometimes called the self-energy of the magnet.
When a sample is magnetized using an external field and the field is ramped down
~ d ) that opposes the magnetization(M
~ ) develops
to zero. A demagnetization field(H
inside the magnet. The magneto-static energy of the magnet in zero external field is

Ed =

1 ~ ~
µ0 H d . M V
2

(1.2)

~ and H
~ d are assumed to
where V is the volume and µ0 is the permeability. M
~ d is given by
be constant over the volume V under the macrospin approximation. H
~d =
H

~ where Nd is a second-order tensor called the demagnetization tensor.
Nd M

The exact form of Nd depends on the shape of the magnet. For a spherical magnetic
body the demagnetization tensor is nothing but an identity

1
I.
3

For an uniformly

magnetized prolate spheroid an analytical solution can be worked out [27]. As a rule
of thumb for thin film magnets, if the thickness is much smaller than the in-plane
dimensions, the easy-axis lies along the longer of the two in-plane dimensions.
An analytical expression of the demagnetization factors for a rectangular magnet of uniform magnetization is given by Aharoni in ref [28]. For rectangular thinfilm magnets with a non-uniform magnetization however, the demagnetization tensor
needs to be evaluated numerically and as the number of cells used to describe the
magnet increases, the computation becomes more intensive. Qualitatively, for a rectangular thin film magnet (fig.1.4) if the width is decreased, the coercive field increases.

1.4.4

Exchange energy

So far, we have considered that the magnetization over the entire volume of the
~ . This is true only for small dimagnetic body can be represented by a single M
mensions and is called the macro-spin approximation. However, for all magnets used
in our experiments it is important to consider the impact of exchange energy. The
exchange energy is written as
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Hstray

in-plane
hard-axis

plane (hardest direction)
M
Hd

easy-axis
Hstray
(b)

(a)

Fig. 1.4. (a) Top-view of an in-plane magnetized thin film magnet
illustrating the stray fields outside the volume of the and and internal
demagnetization field Hd . (b) The easy-axis is the direction in which
the coercive field is least. For a rectangular thin-film magnet this is
along the longer of the two in-plane axes.

Eex =

Z

V

~ (~r)dV
Aex r2 M

(1.3)

where Aex is the exchange constant. Exchange interaction favors a spatiallyuniform magnetization, a configuration we have been referring to as a “macro-spin”.
However, this picture is valid only for small magnets of the order of ⇡ 10nm. The
exchange length is the region over which the magnetization can be considered to be
uniform and is determined by the strength of Aex and the other anisotropy energies
used to describe the system. For small magnets, the self energy is rather small and
the exchange energy dominates the total energy and leads to what is sometimes
referred to as a single domain. But as the size of the magnet increases, the magnetic
configuration that minimizes the total energy of the magnet involves the formation
of domains to minimize the demagnetization energy and any other energy terms that
are present in the magnet and the simplifying assumption we have made so far about
uniform magnetization is no longer valid.
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1.4.5

E↵ective field and magnetization dynamics

All the energy terms discussed so far, can be expressed in terms of an e↵ective
field. The e↵ective field, Hef f in SI units is expressed as
~ ef f =
H

1
rm E
µ0 M s

(1.4)

Z

(1.5)

where,
2

E = Ku V sin ✓

µ0

Z

~ app .M
~ dV +
H
V

V

~ (~r)dV + 1 µ0 H
~ d .M
~V
Aex r2 M
2

where Ms is the saturation magnetization of the magnet and E is the total energy
of the magnet, a sum total of all the anisotropy terms described above. The ground
state magnetization direction is determined by minimizing the total energy of the
magnet. Usually, the magnet is engineered to have two stable ground states that
denote a 1 and 0. The magnetization of such a bi-stable magnet can serve as a bit of
information that can be controlled on-chip.
The Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert(LLG) equation describes how the magnetization evolves
under the influence of external and internal forces to settle into its ground state. The
LLG equation is written as:

damping

precession
M

Fig. 1.5. LLG equation: The precession and damping terms are illus~ which is equal to the saturation magnetizatrated. The length of M
tion, Ms , is assumed to be time-invariant.
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precession

z
}|
{
~
1 dM
~
~
= M ⇥ Hef f
dt

z

damping

}|
{
~
↵ dM
~
⇥M
Ms dt

(1.6)

~ is the magnetization vector, t is the time, H
~ ef f is the e↵ective field from
where M
equation(1.4),

is the gyromagnetic ratio, ↵ is the damping factor and Ms is the

saturation magnetization. The precession term simply describes the precession of the
~ around H
~ ef f and the damping term acts as a viscous force that gently tips M
~
of M
~ ef f and reduces the cone angle(see fig.1.5). Eventually M
~ aligns itself in the
towards H
~ ef f . Equation(1.4) does not include any thermal noise or temperature
direction of H
e↵ects. For a macrospin case, the LLG equation can be solved numerically to describe
~ with time. The problem becomes computationally intensive if we
the evolution of M
~ to be non-uniform.
allow M
The non-uniform magnetization unfortunately cannot be ignored for most magnets, even if they are only hundreds of nanometers in size. In order to describe the
dynamics in such cases a finite element approach to magnetic simulations is used. The
most commonly used tool for these micromagnetic simulations is the Object-Oriented
MicroMagnetic Framework (OOMMF) [29] developed by Dr.Michael Donahue and
Dr.Don Porter at NIST. In the micromagnetic approach, the magnet is divided into
cells. Inside each cell the magnetization is assumed to be uniform, but the magnetization is allowed to vary from one cell to another. The cells are coupled through
exchange interaction. All energy terms and anisotropies discussed above are generalized to allow spatially varying magnetization and the LLG equation is solved for the
~ (~r, t).
whole magnetic body to calculate M

1.5

Key advances
In the last two decades, the fields of magnetism and spintronics have seen several

key advances that have paved the way for increasing the bit-density in magnetic-
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storage devices. Some of these advances are important when designing a logic scheme
that is centered around magnetization and the spin degree of freedom of an electron.

1.5.1

Giant and Tunneling magnetoresistance

The discovery of Giant Magnetoresistance(GMR) by Albert Fert [30] and Peter
Grünberg [31] in the late 1980s has led to several technological advances in the field of
data storage and magnetic sensors. A GMR device in its Current Perpendicular-toPlane (CPP) form consists of a non-magnetic metal sandwiched between two ferromagnetic metals. Even before the discovery of the GMR e↵ect, it was known that the
conductivity of electrons in a ferromagnet was impacted by the spin of the electron.
The resistance of a GMR trilayer is a function of the relative angle between the
magnetizations of the two ferromagnets. The resistance of the device is higher for
an anti-parallel(AP) alignment of the magnetizations than for a parallel alignment.
This can be described in a simple manner using the “two-band model” illustrated in
fig.1.6. In this simplified picture, the density of states (DOS) available for conduction
depends on the spin of an electron. If the sample is magnetized along the #-direction
an exchange splitting lowers the energy of the "-spin electrons. As illustrated in
fig.1.6(a), the "-spin electrons are majority electrons with larger DOS at EF . When
the sample is magnetized in the "-direction, the #-spin electrons become the majority
electrons and have larger DOS at EF . One can show for a simple ballistic conductor
that the interface resistance associated with majority electrons (r) is lower than the
interface resistance of the minority electrons(R) [32].
In the trilayer structure illustrated in fig.1.6(b), if the "- and #-spin-states can
be approximated to be parallel conduction paths, one can construct an equivalent
resistor network for the GMR device for anti-parallel and parallel alignments. As
discussed above, if r < R, then RAP > RP .
The MR of devices with a conducting spacer layer is typically around 10 %.
The introduction of insulating spacer layers, first Al2 O3 and later MgO, has re-
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Fig. 1.6. (a) Two-band picture for a ferromagnet. The density of
states available for conduction is higher for majority electrons, i.e.
electrons that have their moment (opposite to spin for an electron)
oriented in the direction of the magnetization. (b) Schematic illustrating the structure of a GMR/MTJ device. The Fixed layer’s magnetization is pinned to always point in a particular direction. The
free-layer magnetization can be manipulated to lie either parallel or
anti-parallel to the reference / fixed layer. (c)&(d) Equivalent resistor
network for the antiparallel and parallel alignments of magnetizations
in (b).

sulted in MR values approaching almost 600%.If an insulating spacer is used, the
trilayer(magnet|insulator|magnet) device is called a Magnetic Tunnel Junction(MTJ)
and the term “Tunneling Magneto-Resistance(TMR)” is used to describe the MR.
The boost in MR in MTJs using a MgO spacer is explained using a coherent tunneling picture for crystalline tunnel barriers paired with the matched ferromagnetic
material [33]. Due to these high MR values, MTJ devices are ideally suited to be
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transducers that convert magnetization direction into a voltage. Such a unit is critical to most spin-logic schemes because the interfacing to the real world is still done
using charge-voltages and charge-currents.

Fig. 1.7. Tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) : This figure is adapted
from [34]. It shows the MR values for AlOx MTJs and MgO MTJs.
The MR for devices with tunnel barriers is much higher than devices with conducting spacers. Reprinted from Materials today, 9
/11, J.Zhu and C.Park, Magnetic tunnel junctions, Copyright (2006),
with permission from Elsevier

1.5.2

Spin-Transfer Torque

As discussed in the previous section, in a magnetization-based logic scheme an
MTJ device can convert magnetization to a voltage. What about manipulating the
magnetization electrically? Until the discovery of Spin-Transfer-Torque(STT), the
only way of controlling the magnetization was through Oersted fields. Magnetic fields,
due to their long-range nature, are not ideal for controlling individual magnets placed
close to each other. Jon Slonczewski [35] and Luc Berger [36] proposed that if a spinpolarized current is passed through a nano-magnet, it would exert a torque on the
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magnetization and force it to align itself to the direction of spins in the spin-polarized
current. Ordinary current/voltage sources do not produce spin-polarized current3 .
But if one could create such a current, it can be used to control the magnetization
state of a nano-magnet.

Fig. 1.8. Spin-transfer torque(a) Cartoon showing the transfer of angular momentum from the spin current to the magnetization. The
“field-like” term is not shown here. (b) The STT vector and damping
vector are collinear. The STT term counters the damping term if the
spin polarized electrons flow into the magnet.

The equation(4.1) describes the magnetization dynamics when the driving force on
~ is an external magnetic-field in the presence of internal e↵ective fields. An extra
M
spin-torque term is added to the equation to account for the angular momentum
transfer from a spin polarized current I.

~
1 dM
=
dt

~ ⇥H
~ ef f
M

4

~
↵ dM
~
⇥M
Ms dt

z
✓

Spin torque

}|
{
h̄ ⌘I
~)⇥M
~
(n̂s ⇥ M
2e Ms2
◆

(1.7)

⌘ is the polarization that describes how much angular momentum each electron
transfers to the magnet, I is the spin-polarized current passing through the magnet
and n̂s is the unit-vector in the direction of the magnetic moment of the spins in the
3
4

currents carried by electrons with only one spin-orientation
ignoring field-like torque term for now
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spin-polarized current I. The STT term in equation(4.1) absorbs only the transverse
component of the angular momentum(see fig.1.8). The STT vector and damping
vector are collinear. Depending on the direction (i.e the sign) of I, the STT vector
either counters the damping of the precession or assists it. If the anti-damping STT
term is stronger than the damping term (and opposes it), the cone angle (✓) continues
~ crosses the equatorial plane. At this point M
~ relaxes to the south
to grow until M
~ ). The critical current required to produce a torque
pole (the other stable state of M
capable of switching the magnetization of an in-plane magnet at 0 K is [20]

Ic0 =

✓

2e
h̄

◆✓ ◆
✓
◆
↵
Ms
µ0 M s V H + H k +
⌘
2

(1.8)

where H is the magnetic field applied along the the easy-axis (uniaxial anisotropy
direction), Hk is the uniaxial anisotropy field, Ms /2 term is the demagnetization field.
⌘, the efficiency of the spin-transfer torque, is a function of the angle between the
spin current polarization direction and the magnetization vector. In the absence of
an external magnetic field(H = 0), the expression for Ic0 can be re-written as :

Ic0 =

✓

2e
h̄

◆✓

2↵
⌘

◆✓

M 2V
Ku V + µ 0 s
4

◆

(1.9)

The Ku V term is the energy barrier that provides thermal stability and prevents
random magnetization switching events due to thermal fluctuations. The other term
is the demagnetization energy encountered when the STT forces the magnetization
of an in-plane magnet out of the plane. The demagnetization energy term is usually
much larger than the Ku V term. So, the critical current needed to switch a magnet
scales linearly with the the barrier height but its value is largely determined by shapeanisotropy term which doesn’t contribute to thermal stability.
Clearly, lowering the critical current needed to flip the magnetization is important to design a low-power switch. From equation(1.9), it is evident that for a given
magnetic material (fixed Ms , Ku ), scaling the volume will lower the critical current.
However, beyond a certain volume, the energy Ku V becomes smaller than 40KB T
and the magnetization becomes susceptible to thermal fluctuations. A more promis-
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ing approach, which is being pursued for magnetic storage is the use of materials with
a Perpendicular Magnetic Anisotropy(PMA) [37]. In PMA magnets, the demagnetization energy is lower because of a natural inclination of the magnetization to lie
out-of-plane. This reduces the demagnetization energy and allows Ic0 to be reduced
without sacrificing the non-volatility of the magnet.

Precessional
switching

Thermally-activated

Fig. 1.9. Critical current amplitude vs pulse duration : Ic0 is given
by equation(1.8). The Ic /Ic0 vs ⌧ curve can be divided into two separate regimes - precessional and thermally activated. Ic is the current
needed to switch the magnet at a given pulse duration ⌧ . Precessional
switching is characterized by a near linear dependence of the current
Ic on the pulse duration. As the pulse duration is decreased more
spin-current is needed to switch the magnet. Thermally activated
switching is characterized by the logarithmic dependence between the
current needed to switch the magnet and the duration of the current pulse. Adapted from [38]. Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature
Nanotechnology [38], copyright (2015)

The critical current needed to switch the magnet also depends on the width of the
current pulse. The exact dependence can be broken into two regimes : precessional
switching and thermally activated switching. In the precessional switching regime, the
pulse width(⌧ ) scales as ⌧ /

1
.
Ic Ic0

As more electrons/sec impart angular momentum

to the magnet, the magnet switches faster. In the thermally-activated switching
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regime however the switching speed does not depend strongly on the current. The
switching time is
✓

✓
Eb
⌧ ⇡ ⌧0 exp
1
kB T

Ic
Ic0

◆◆

(1.10)

where ⌧0 is the inverse attempt frequency usually assumed to be ⇡ 1ns [20],
Ic0 is the critical current for pulse width of ⌧0 and Eb is the barrier height in the
absence of spin current. In order to switch at GHz frequencies, one would need to a
use current much larger than the critical current predicted by equation(1.8). In the
thermally-activated switching regime (long pulse regime), the magnet can be switched
for Ic < Ic0 due to the presence of thermal fluctuations.

1.5.3

Non-local spin transport/torque

In the previous section, we saw that a magnet could be switched using a spin
polarized current. However, we have not discussed how a spin-polarized current is
generated. A normal “charge” current flowing through a non-magnetic material has
an equal number of "-spin and #-spin electrons. The charge current I can be expressed
as the sum of I" and I# , i.e. I = I" + I# . To describe a situation in which there is an
imbalance in the population of " and # spins, a new quantity called the spin current
can be expressed as Is = I"

I# . For a normal charge current, I" = I# and hence

Is = 0.
In this section and the next, we will describe two electrical methods to create a
current with an imbalance in the number of spins i.e. a spin current. The first method
commonly used to electrically generate a spin current involves passing a charge current
across the interface between a ferromagnet(FM) and a non-magnetic(NM) metal. The
FM-NM interface acts as a spin-filter and depending on the magnetization of the FM
and the direction of current flow (FM to NM or vice-versa) a spin accumulation region
of "- or # - spins is created in the NM close to the interface. (see fig.1.10)
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Fig. 1.10. Non-local spin torque: A spin accumulation can be created
in non-magnetic(NM) channel by passing current through ferromagnetic(FM) contacts into the NM. The spin accumulation (µ" µ# )
di↵uses along the NM channel even in regions where the net charge
current flow is zero. This spin di↵usion current (Is ) can be used to
torque a FM.

For example, if electrons flow from the FM into the metal, since the number of
majority electrons is higher than the minority electrons ( whether " or # spins are
majority electrons is controlled by changing the magnetization direction of the FM)
in the FM, close to the interface in the NM, a spin current is created. Since in the
NM, the conductivities for both spin channels are identical the spin imbalance decays
with distance from the injection interface due to spin-flip events. The decay in spin
accumulation is illustrated in fig.1.10 by bringing µ" and µ# closer5 . This occurs
through spin relaxation processes which in an NM typically occur less often than
momentum relaxation processes.
The spin current generated through this filtering process di↵uses isotropically in
all directions from the source and the spin-relaxation processes make the spin-current
decay exponentially over a length scale of
5

sf .

This spin current can be probed by

µ" and µ# denote the electrochemical potential for "- and #- spin electrons. This assumes that the
through scattering the electrons of a particular spin are at equilibrium.
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measuring the voltage through a ferromagnetic contact placed within a spin-flip length
of the injection FM-NM interface with respect to a second ferromagnetic contact
placed even further from the injecting interface.

sf

for Copper at room temperature

has been reported to be around ⇡ 300-400nm. As reported by Otani et al. [39], this
spin current can be used to torque a nanomagnet though STT mechanism described
above (although at a temperature of 10K, so that the rate of decay of the spin current
is minimized).
The term non-local spin torque is used to describe the lay-out in fig.1.10 because
there is no net charge current flow that forces the spins to flow through the blue FM.
The spin current exerts a torque by di↵using into the magnet and transferring the
transverse component of its angular momentum. An equal current also flows out of
the magnet with an average spin component collinear to the magnet. This ensures
that the magnet experiences a torque with a net zero charge current flow through it.
Semiconductors have a much larger

sf

than metals.

sf

for graphene, a semi-

metal, has been measured to be around ⇡5 - 10µm [40–42]. In silicon, spin-flip lengths
of 350µm at 150K have been measured using hot electron injection into an undoped
silicon [43, 44]. Despite having excellent spin-transport properties, the progress of
semiconductor spin-valves was severely hampered by low spin-polarization of a FMsemiconductor interface due to a fundamental obstacle often called the conductivity
mismatch problem [45, 46]. The conductivity mismatch problem was remedied by
inserting a tunnel barrier between the FM and the semiconductor channel leading to
several impressive demonstrations of spin transport in semiconductors.

1.5.4

Giant spin hall e↵ect

Dyakonov and Perel [47] were the first to phenomenologically describe the spin
Hall e↵ect in the 1970s. The first experimental demonstrations in semiconductors
however, were reported only in the mid 2000s [48]. The spin Hall e↵ect is a coupling
of charge and spin currents in materials with large spin-orbit coupling. The strong
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spin-orbit coupling in these materials scatters spins in transverse direction thereby,
spatially separating spins polarized in opposite directions (see fig.1.11).

Fig. 1.11. Giant spin Hall e↵ect(GSHE): The spin-orbit coupling in
the GSHE material scatters spins polarized in opposite directions(/+y) to opposing(top and bottom) surfaces of the material. The
current Ic by itself has no spin imbalance. In the figure, the blue and
red spins are scattered to the top and bottom surfaces respectively.
The blue spins can be used to torque the purple magnet.

As illustrated in fig.1.11, a longitudinal charge current Ic along the the x-direction
results in an accumulation of -y-directed(blue) spins at the top surface and +ydirected(red) spins at the bottom surface. In 2012, Dan Ralph et al [49] experimentally demonstrated that the spin accumulation on the surface of a tantalum metal
strip was strong enough to torque the magnetization of a nanomagnet. They found
that the spin Hall angle(✓sh ), a measure of the efficiency of charge to spin current conversion, can be as high as 15% and 30% for -phase tantalum and -phase tungsten
respectively. The details of the physics behind the spin hall e↵ect are still a matter
of debate, but it remains the most efficient way to electrically generate spin currents
for logic. The spin Hall angle ✓sh is defined as the ratio of spin current density (Js ) to
charge current density (Jc ). From the figure we can express the ratio of spin current
to charge current as
Is
lw Js
l
=
= ✓sh
Ic
wt Jc
t

(1.11)
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So, for a fixed l decreasing the thickness of the spin hall material is expected
to increase the amount of spin current generated if the spin hall angle itself is not
impacted by the thickness scaling which is true as long as the thickness of the GSHE
material is greater than its spin di↵usion length. Hence, the

sf

in the GSHE material

sets a lower bound on the thickness scaling of the spin hall material. The spin di↵usion
length in Ta is ⇡ 2nm [50].
1.6

Using magnets for neuromorphic computing
With the brief description of the key advances and concepts in nanomagnetism and

spintronics in the previous section, a clear one-to-one mapping to the basic features
of a neuron described earlier may already have become evident to the reader.
1. Summing-unit : Magnets can be controlled through the use of spin-polarized
currents. Since the currents from up-stream sources are naturally added by
simply connecting the incoming channels together, the summing aspect of a
neuron is easily implemented.
2. thresholding-unit : When the incoming spin-current exceeds a threshold, the
magnetization switches to a direction defined by the spin-current. This property
is useful to implement the thresholding aspect of a neuron.
3. Weighting elements : An implementation of the weighting elements is possible through the use of MTJ devices where the free magnet can be made to
partially switch using domain walls. [10, 11] This aspect has not been discussed
yet and is beyond the scope of this thesis.
In addition to these properties, nanoscale magnets can also function as non-volatile
storage elements which saves a lot power when compared to other on-chip memories
such as DRAM, SRAM. Therefore, any logic-scheme with magnets will have an inbuilt non-volatile storage which helps avoid the Von Neumann bottleneck.
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So far, we have only focussed on how magnets can be used to emulate some features
of a single neuron. The capabilities of the brain however are a result of nearly 1011
such neurons interconnected through an even greater number of synapses. In order
to mimic the operation of the brain, the magnets have to be assembled into a device
that serve as a building block for neuromorphic computing analogous to a MOSFET
device in a traditional digital logic technology.
Two such device proposals were put forth by Behtash et al. [18] and Datta et
al. [51] Models of these devices have since been used to construct neuromorphic blocks
in circuit simulations for pattern recognition, image processing, classification etc [12,
52–54]. This thesis work focuses on building a prototype spin-logic device. The
next section introduces the device-idea and describes the outline of the work done at
Purdue to realize individual modules of this device and the integration e↵ort towards
building the Charge-coupled spin logic(CSL) device.

1.7

Building spin-logic devices using magnets
Magnets have long been used as memory elements. However, the use of mag-

nets to build a logic technology imposes additional requirements. For a device to
serve as a building block of logic circuits the following characteristics are critical concatenability, gain, input-output isolation with negligible feedback and a basis set
of boolean operations to implement logic functions [18]. Several other requirements
such as noise immunity, fan-in and fan-out etc. also need to be met depending on the
targeted application. The following sub-sections will briefly introduce the two device
ideas, Charge-coupled Spin Logic(CSL) [51] and All-Spin Logic(ASL) [18], and link
them to the experimental work described in the rest of this thesis.

1.7.1

Charge-coupled Spin Logic

The Charge-coupled spin logic (CSL) device can be divided into three blocks as
shown in fig.1.12 :
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• Write-unit: The write-unit uses the input voltage Vin to manipulate the magnetization mw .
• Read-unit: The read-unit converts the magnetization mr to a voltage Vout which
can be fed to the input of the next device.
• Read-write coupling: This unit ensures that there is negligible feedback from
the output to the input by electrically isolating mr (read-unit) and the mw (writeunit) while still allowing mw to control mr through magnetic interaction.

read - unit
Write - read coupling

mr
mw
Write - unit

Fig. 1.12. Charge-coupled spin logic (CSL) device illustrated in a modular fashion

Fig.1.13 illustrates the structure of a CSL device. The write-unit is implemented
using a giant spin Hall metal which can torque mw into one of its two stable states.
The direction of the torque is controlled using the polarity of the input voltage Vin
(which controls the direction of current flow in the GSHE material). mw and mr are
coupled via dipolar interaction across the insulator and metal layers. If the magnets
are stacked vertically as shown in fig.1.13, they prefer to align antiparallel to each
other. And finally, the magnetization mr is translated to an output voltage by the
MTJ-based read-unit. Depending on the direction of mr , one of the fixed magnets,
illustrated with white magnetization arrows in fig.1.13, either pulls up/down the
voltage Vout to a value close to +Vdd or

Vdd . This output voltage can be fed as an

input to the next device in the chain.
In chapter 2, implementation of the write-unit of a CSL device is described. The
spin current generated by a

- tantalum thin-film through giant spin Hall e↵ect was
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Fig. 1.13. CSL device implementation using a GSHE based write-unit
and a MTJ based read-unit. The read-write coupling is implemented
via dipolar interaction between mr and mw .

used to torque the magnetization of a patterned CoFeB magnet. The measured spin
hall angle was comparable to the value reported by Liu et al [49]. However, di↵erent
from Liu et al. we found that the -phase of sputtered tantalum persists even at film
thicknesses greater than 5-6nm. Our tantalum films were ⇡ 17 nm thick.
In chapter 3, the design of the dipolar coupling unit is described. We used a novel
Magnetic Force Microscopy(MFM) based approach to demonstrate that a vertical
dipolar coupling unit can be used to transfer information even when the two magnets
are separated by 15-20 nanometers. We also investigated how the strength of the
interaction can be maximized while preserving the directionality and minimizing the
loading e↵ect of mr on mw . The experimental observations were understood using
micromagnetic simulations and a scaling approach is proposed for ultra-thin magnets.
In chapter 4, a modified write-unit design is explored where an extra metal layer
is inserted between the GSHE metal and the write-magnet. When this interlayer is
patterned to have a larger lateral area than the magnet, it will “funnel” extra spins
into the magnet from the surface of the GSHE metal that does not lie directly under
the magnet, thereby increasing the torque per unit charge current in the device. In
this chapter, we studied spin-injection from a GSHE metal into a non-magnetic metal
with low spin-orbit coupling. Specifically, we conducted experiments to test how the
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introduction of a metallic interlayer between the magnet and the GSHE metal a↵ects
the spin-current absorbed by the magnet.

1.7.2

All-Spin Logic

4 Channel
5 Contact

1 Magnetic free layer
2 Isolation layer
3 Tunneling layer

Vdd
Input 5
magnet

1

5
3

2

1

output
magnet

3

2
3

5
Gnd

4

3

5

Fig. 1.14. All-Spin Logic: When a charge current flows from Vdd to
ground, the input magnet acts as a spin filter and creates a spin accumulation region in the channel. The information is communicated
between the input and output magnets through non-local spin torque.
Adapted from [18]. Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Nanotechnology [18], copyright (2010)

Fig.1.14 illustrates an All-Spin Logic(ASL) device, proposed by Behin-Aein et
al [18]. In the ASL scheme, the information is stored in the form of magnetization
and is communicated entirely through non-local spin currents. A detailed description
of the working of the device can be found in references [55, 56]. To implement such a
device, two key areas of the device need to be improved.
1) Spin polarization of the ferromagnet(FM)|non-magnetic(NM) material interface: The FM|NM interface does not behave as a perfect spin-filter. In practice, the
polarization of the interface (defined as the ratio of spin current in the NM to charge
current flowing across the interface) is, at best, around 20% [39] at a temperature
of 10K. This high polarization has only been reported for injection from a metal
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FM to a metal NM. When the metal channel is replaced by a semiconductor, the
conductivity mismatch problem [45, 46] further limits the spin polarization that can
be achieved. This did not allow electrical injection and detection of spin-currents in
semiconductors for a very long time. Over the last decade, as suggested by [45, 46],
several groups have circumvented this problem by inserting a tunnel barrier with a
spin-dependent conductance at the NM|FM interface.
2) Spin transport in the channel: The spin current in the channel decays exponentially with distance over a length scale called the spin-flip length (
metals have a

sf

sf ).

Typically,

in 200nm - 500nm range at room temperature. Semiconductors

with low atomic number, lattice inversion symmetry, non-magnetic isotopes tend to
have longer spin-flip length / spin-coherence lifetimes. In graphene for instance, a
spin-flip length of 24µm [57] has been reported recently. In highly doped silicon, spin
di↵usions lengths of ⇡ 1µm have been reported [58], in the non-local geometry at
room temperature. The longer

sf

in silicon, graphene as compared to metals makes

them better spin-transport channels.
An ASL device using Copper as the channel and permalloy as the magnet was
pursued in the early years of this work. However, due to material challenges cited
above a prototype could not be built. New magnetic materials such as Heusler alloys,
semiconducting magnetic materials and channels with coherent spin-transport are
critical to a successful ASL demonstration at room temperature.

1.8

Novel materials for Beyond CMOS devices
Novel materials lie at the heart of Beyond CMOS device research. Especially with

the induction of ferroelectric, ferromagnetic, piezoelectric, low-dimensional materials
into these devices, a dedicated material-characterization e↵ort is needed to understand
the properties of these new materials.
Naturally occurring two-dimensional materials [59, 60] are one such class of materials that are currently very attractive for several beyond CMOS device proposals.
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The first naturally occurring 2D-material to be isolated, graphene, generated a lot of
interest in the field of nanotechnology [61]. However, due to the absence of a bandgap,
it could not easily serve as the channel for FET applications.
Since 2011, a new class of 2-D materials called transition metal di-chalcogenides
(TMDs) are actively being researched. These materials, like graphene, are layered
structures. Each monolayer is comprised of a plane of hexagonally arranged metal
atoms (M) bonded to two chalcogenide(X) atoms on either side of the the M-plane.
Multiple monolayers are held together by weak Van der Waal’s forces. TMDs have
several interesting properties which make them candidates for Tunnel FETs [62],
valleytronic/spintronic devices [63], flexible electronics [64]. More recently, a 2D-form
of phosphorus, called black phosphorus(BP) was rediscovered. BP has a very high
mobility (200-1000 cm2 /V-s) [60, 65] and a direct bandgap. This makes it attractive
for RF applications and also opto-electronics applications due to its tunable bandgap.
Some interesting properties of these materials are summarized below • First, because of the absence of dangling bonds at the surface, TMDs and
black phosphorus have a higher mobility compared to ultra-thin body silicon
of similar thickness. So, they can be scaled down to the ultra-thin body limit
(for improved electrostatics) without harming the mobility. In addition, these
materials can be stacked on top of each other to easily fabricate atomically sharp
heterostrucures often called Van der Waals heterostrucures [66]. The ability to
grow heterostructures with broken gap alignment is critical to build energyefficient tunnel-FETs. Van der Waals heterostructures have atomically sharp
junctions both through simple stacking [66, 67] and in-plane growth [68]. In
fact, a TMD-based TFET was recently demonstrated by [69]. Although several
key questions still remain unanswered 2-D materials certainly are promising for
TFET applications.
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• Second, their mechanical-properties allow for TMDs, graphene, BP and boronnitride to serve as channel materials for flexible electronics. In fact several
interesting demonstrations have already been published recently. [64, 70, 71].
• Lastly, new research has shown that the band structure of TMDs opens new
avenues for exploiting new internal quantum degrees of freedom, namely valley
and spin [63]. As a consequence of the strong spin-orbit coupling coupled with
symmetry arguments, TMDs allow for high spin or valley polarization to be
created using optical excitation [72, 73]. If a high spin polarization can be
achieved electrically and transported with minimal spin-relaxation, TMDs can
solve a long-standing problem of spin current generation in spintronics.
Before, we begin to use 2D-materials to build devices it is extremely important
that we study their material properties. One critical aspect of 2D-materials is the
metal-semiconductor interface. In the early years of 2D-materials it was believed that
due to the lack of dangling bonds, surface states fermi-level pinning is absent in these
materials [74, 75] leading to an “ohmic” contact if a metal with the appropriate work
function is chosen. Careful studies using temperature dependent measurements at
di↵erent gate voltages have however proven that this is not the case [76]. It has been
shown that 2D-materials form schottky contacts with strong fermi-level pinning. In
Chapter 5, we build a simple Landauer-based model that describes the current-flow
in schottky-barrier MOSFETs(SB-MOSFETs) operated in the o↵-state. The model
quantitatively captures several key features of the transfer characteristics of an SBMOSFET.
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2. SPIN-TORQUE SWITCHING OF A NANOMAGNET
USING GIANT SPIN HALL EFFECT
The contents of this chapter were published in [77]. ©2015, Author(s). This article
is distributed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license.
The Giant Spin Hall E↵ect(GSHE) in metals with high spin-orbit coupling is an
efficient way to convert charge currents to spin currents, making it well-suited for
writing information into magnets in non-volatile magnetic memory as well as spinlogic devices. We demonstrate the switching of an in-plane CoFeB magnet using a
combination of GSHE and an external magnetic field. The magnetic field dependence
of the critical current is used to estimate the spin hall angle with the help of a thermal
activation model for spin-transfer torque switching of a nanomagnet.

2.1

Introduction
Since the discovery of spin transfer torque [35, 78] as a means to alter magnetiza-

tion, there has been a push to utilize nano-magnets to perform logic operations. [18,51]
These proposals utilize the inherent non-volatility of magnets to build devices that
are well-suited to performing non-Boolean computation [12,52]. The spin-switch proposed by Datta et al [51] is one such device. A crucial component underlying the
spin-switch as well as other spin-logic devices is an efficient means of electrically
generating spin currents. The earliest approach to do this involves passing a charge
current from a ferromagnet into a non-magnetic material [41,79–81]. The ferromagnet
acts as a polarizer and preferentially injects spins of only one kind, creating a spin
accumulation region in the non-magnetic material. For logic operations, once the spin
current is generated it needs to propagate through a non-magnetic channel to communicate information between neighboring units which leads to further reduction in
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the spin current before it reaches the detector. To avoid this signal degradation and
to generate spin currents more efficiently, the Giant Spin Hall E↵ect (GSHE) in some
metals with high spin-orbit coupling [49, 82–86] and Topological insulators [87–89]
have been proposed as prime candidates to generate spin currents at room temperature. In the metals showing GSHE, longitudinal charge current flowing through a
metal strip generates a transverse spin current at the surfaces of the metal strip due
to high spin-orbit coupling. This spin current can be used to torque a nano-magnet
in contact with the surface without the need for the spins to propagate over long
distances. The efficiency of the charge-to-spin conversion in this method has been
measured to be around 15-30% [49, 82] depending on the GSHE material used. Recently, higher values have been reported for metals doped with impurities [83]. In
this letter, we report the experimental realization of the write-unit of the spin-switch
proposed by Datta et al [51] by demonstrating the current-induced switching of a
CoFeB nano-magnet using GSHE of a -Ta layer.

2.2

Experimental Details
A Metal stack comprising of Ta(17) | CoFeB(2) | MgO(0.5) | CoFeB(4) | Ru+Ta

cap(14) was sputtered as a blanket film onto a thermally oxidized Silicon wafer (all
thicknesses in nm). A High-Resolution Transmission Electron Micrograph in fig.
2.1(a) shows the stack used for this study. The films were first patterned into strips
using optical lithography with an AZ1518 mask and dry etching using Argon plasma.
In this step, the sample was etched down to the SiO2 , leaving strips of the sputtered
metal stack in the device region. Using electron-beam lithography, a bi-layer of HSQ
| PMMA was patterned into a hard-mask to etch elliptical Magnetic Tunnel Junction

(MTJ) pillars of dimension 400 x 200 nm2 using Argon plasma. The etching was
timed so that only the layers (Capping layer | CoFeB | MgO | CoFeB) down to the
bottom Ta layer were etched. With the hard mask in place, a 90nm thick SiOx
film was deposited and lifted-o↵ in the region directly above the MTJ using PG
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Fig. 2.1. (a) High resolution Transmission electron micrograph of the
sputter deposited stack - Ta(17) | CoFeB(2) | MgO(0.5) | CoFeB(4) |
Ru+Ta cap(14) (all thicknesses in nm) (b) XRD spectra for 5nm,10nm
and 20nm thick Tantalum films deposited using DC sputtering. The
spectra show that the Tantalum films retain the desired -phase even
for thicker films. (c) Optical micrograph of the final device structure. Inset: false colored Scanning Electron Micrograph showing the
top view of MTJ structure (400 x 200 nm2 ) (d) cartoon showing the
structure of the final device. SiOx isolation layer prevents electrical
shorts between top electrode and bottom Tantalum metal. Magnet m
of the MTJ is in contact with the Tantalum GSHE layer.
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Remover at 85 C. The deposited SiOx electrically isolates the GSHE Tantalum and
the top electrical contact to the MTJ. With an additional optical lithography step,
an electrical contact to the top of the MTJ was made using lift-o↵ of electron-beam
evaporated Ti | Au. The final structure and a 3-dimensional cartoon of the device
are shown in fig. 2.1(c, d). The final device was annealed at 300 C in an inert Argon
ambient for one hour to improve the switching characteristics of the MTJ.
In previous studies, [49,82,84] it was reported that in Tantalum and Tungsten, only
the ultra-thin (typically 6nm-8nm), high-resistive -phase shows the GSHE needed for
charge-to-spin conversion through spin-orbit interaction. In order to confirm that the
sputter deposited tantalum used in this study has the desired phase, we studied the
crystal structure of sputter-deposited Tantalum films by using a Bruker D800 focus
X-ray powder di↵ractometer with Cu K↵1 radiation. All the peaks indexed were
assigned according to the tetragonal crystal structure of -Ta and are verified from
the ISDD standard data for -Ta.The XRD spectra (fig. 2.1b) show that the films
are poly-crystalline with the position of the peaks suggesting that for a reasonable
range of thicknesses, the -phase of Tantalum can be obtained.

-Ta crystallizes in

the tetragonal phase with lattice parameters a = 10.194 Å c = 5.313 Å. Using the
measured XRD spectra we performed lattice parameter calculations along the primary
di↵racted direction. Comparing the lattice constants of the standard -Ta unit cell
with the extracted unit cell parameters for 10nm and 20nm film, we observed that
there is an in-plane lattice compression in the Ta film for thicker films. The calculated
lattice constants for 20nm and 10nm were a = 9.713 Å, c = 5.368 Å and a = 9.759
Å, c = 5.340 Å respectively. The crystal structure of the sputtered thin films was
also confirmed through resistivity measurements of films over a thickness range 5nm 20nm. Nearly independent of thickness, we found that the resistivity of the films was
190 - 200 µ⌦-cm, which is characteristic of -Ta [90]. So, we can conclude that the
Tantalum used in our structure is indeed

Tantalum.The peaks for the 5nm thick

film were too broad to show any preferred crystalline orientation. Di↵erent from
earlier reports [49, 82] that demonstrate spin switching using the Giant Spin Hall
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E↵ect, we observe that the -phase of Tantalum persists for thicker films. Increasing
the thickness of the Tantalum beyond the spin di↵usion length (⇡ 2nm) [50] is not
expected to contribute any additional spin current; however, thicker Tantalum may
allow integration of this technology on di↵erent substrates where roughness might not
allow the use of an ultra-thin Tantalum layer.
The measurements that are discussed below were performed on a 400 x 200nm2
MTJ pillar patterned on a 17nm thick Ta layer. The width of the Tantalum strip is
6µm. The di↵erential resistance of the MTJ pillar was measured using a standard
low frequency a.c. lock-in technique with a sense current of 1µA. The measurement
schematic is shown in figure 2.

Fig. 2.2. (a) Measurement schematic to read the resistance of the
MTJ as a function of B-field swept along the x-direction. Isense of
1µA was passed through the MTJ and the resulting voltage was read
using a lock-in amplifier. (b) Connections used to pass a 5ms current
pulse through the Tantalum strip. Current flowing in the positive
(negative) y-direction through the Tantalum strip is treated as positive (negative) polarity. Applying a negative current pulse leads to
an accumulation of spins polarized along the +x direction on the top
surface of the tantalum strip.

2.3

Electrical Measurements
Fig. 2.2(a) shows the measurement set-up for characterizing the resistance state

of the MTJ using a lock-in amplifier and fig. 2.2(b) shows the additional connections
in the set-up to toggle the magnet m using spins generated by passing a current ISH
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through the Tantalum strip. An additional current source was connected across the
Tantalum strip to pass a current pulse through it. Two separate measurements were
performed on the device. In the first measurement, the set-up in fig. 2.2(a) was
used to measure the di↵erential resistance of the MTJ as a function of magnetic field
swept in the x-direction(see Fig. 2.2). In the second measurement, a combination
of a current pulse of the correct polarity and an external magnetic field was used
to toggle the state of the magnet m. The schematic for the measurement set-up for
this write action is shown in fig. 2.2(b). We denote current flowing in the positive
(negative) y-direction through the Tantalum strip as positive (negative). As shown
in the schematic, applying a negative current pulse creates an accumulation of spins
on the surface of the tantalum polarized along the +x direction. Since the magnet,
m, is magnetized in the negative x-direction it experiences a torque due to the accumulated spin. When the current ISH exceeds a threshold value, the resulting torque
aligns the magnetization of m in the direction of the spins accumulated at the m |
Tantalum interface.The resistance of the MTJ (RM T J ) can be used as an indicator
of the direction of magnetization of the magnet m with respect to M. Since we only
apply a finite duration pulse, if we bias the MTJ at a magnetic field where m has
a single, stable equilibrium state, the magnet relaxes to this state after the current
pulse is removed. To ensure that only the current pulse determines the final state of
m, the system should be biased in a B-field range where it is bi-stable i.e. it can exist
in either of two stable states depending on the history of the sample. To summarize,
the second measurement consisted of two steps - First, a current pulse was applied to
impact the magnetization of m and second, the set-up shown in Fig. 2(a) was used
to measure RM T J and sense if m has switched due to the pulse. Both of these steps
were performed at a magnetic field where m is in a bi-stable state.
Fig.2.3(a) shows the di↵erential resistance of the MTJ as a function of magnetic
field. As the field is swept from large positive to negative fields the two magnets
switch at di↵erent external fields due to the di↵erence in their thicknesses. The
di↵erent magnetic configurations for the forward sweep and the reverse sweep are
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Fig. 2.3. (a) Major loop : Di↵erential resistance of the MTJ measured
at room temperature as a function of external B-field swept from 25mT to +25mT and back . The states of the MTJ at di↵erent
B-fields are shown. (b) Minor loop : Resistance of the MTJ vs Bfield, with the B-field sweep starting from -25mT to 0mT and back.
In this range the magnetization of the top magnet M is not impacted.
The pink region is the bi-stable region of the magnet m. The bi-stable
region is not centered at zero because of the dipolar field (curved red
arrow) from magnet M. For P!AP switching, the dipolar field aids
the e↵ect of the external field and for AP!P switching, it counteracts
the e↵ect of the external field.

shown in fig.2.3(a). Please note that the magnetization directions in the insets of all
the figures are drawn following the x,y,z-axes illustrated in fig.2.2.The Anti-parallel
state (AP-state) has a higher resistance (RAP ) than the Parallel-state (P-state, RP ).
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As can be seen from the di↵erent configurations, both magnets can be switched at
a sufficiently large external magnetic field. Also from the measured value of RM T J ,
one can see that the Resistance-Area(RA) product is lower than the value for typical
MTJs. This low resistance is due to re-deposition of metal particles during the dryetch patterning of the pillar. This reduces the amount of current flowing through the
MgO barrier, which in turn reduces the Magneto-Resistance(MR) of the MTJ.
Since the goal is to switch magnet m using GSHE, the B-field sweep was restricted
to values between -25mT to 0mT and RM T J was measured during the forward and
reverse sweep (fig. 2.3(b)). In this range, the top magnet(M ) always points in the
negative x-direction. Depending on the direction of the B-field sweep, the bottom
magnet(m) switches at a di↵erent field value. In the region between -10.5mT and
-5.5mT (shaded pink in fig. 2.3(b)), m is bi-stable, i.e. the magnet has two stable
minimum configurations separated by an energy barrier.As the external B-field is
swept from -25mT towards zero, the magnet m switches abruptly to the +x-direction.
However, when the B-field is swept back towards -25mT from zero, the MTJ enters
a meta-stable state characterized by a resistance smaller than the AP-state before
switching abruptly to the –x-direction at approximately 11mT. This meta-stable state
does not occur in the major loop for forward or reverse sweeps. For the current
induced switching due to a finite duration pulse to dictate the final state of magnet
m, one has to bias the MTJ at a magnetic field in this range; so that once the pulse
is removed, m retains its state. Ideally, the center of the hysteresis loop should be
at zero-external field. However, as is generally the case for structures without a welloptimized synthetic anti-ferromagnet, [49,82] the magnetic stray field/dipolar field of
M o↵sets the hysteresis loop along the B-field axis. When the MTJ is in the P-state
(see fig. 2.3(b)) at a large, negative B-field, the stray field from magnet M points
along the +x direction, aiding the external field in the switching of magnet m. So, m
switches at a field µ0 (Hc

Hdip ), where Hc and Hdip are the intrinsic coercive field

of the m and the dipolar field on m, originating from magnet M. Similarly, starting
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from the AP-state at 0 mT, m switches at a magnetic field µ0 (Hc + Hdip ), because,
the dipolar field from M counters the e↵ect of the external field.

Fig. 2.4. P!AP switching: The MTJ was initialized in the P-state
at B = -9mT / -8mT / -7mT. 5ms long current pulses were passed
through the tantalum strip starting from -2MA/cm2 to -20 MA/cm2
(sweep direction given by black arrow in each frame). Cartoon in the
B = -8mT frame, shows the direction of the spin accumulation at the
Tantalum surface due to GSHE and the Oersted field created by the
charge current flowing in the -y-direction. The Oersted field and spin
accumulation from GSHE torque m in opposite directions. When B
= -7mT, switching due to GSHE from the tantalum can be seen at
JSH ⇡ -15 MA/cm2 . This value of JSH is the critical current density
JC .

Fig. 2.4 shows the results of the current-induced switching. A positive (negative) current results in accumulation of spins polarized along the negative (positive)
x-direction. The MTJ was initialized in its P-state in the bi-stable region by sweeping
the magnetic field from -25mT to -9mT /-8mT/ -7mT. After a 5ms current pulse was
passed through the tantalum strip, the resistance of the MTJ was measured using
the read-circuitry. To make sure the value of the resistance was stable, RM T J was
measured ten times after the current pulse was applied. Note that all ten measurements of the resistance in fig.2.4 yielded nearly the same value (the data points lie
on top of each other at every current density value). Current pulses starting from
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-2MA/cm2 to -25MA/cm2 were passed through the tantalum at each magnetic field.
A successful switching event due to spin torque from the GSHE is expected to result
in an increase in resistance of the MTJ to the value corresponding to the AP-state at
this field (see fig.2.3(b)). P!AP switching was not observed at a bias field of -9mT
or -8mT. When the device was initialized in the P-state at -7mT, a clear increase
in RM T J is apparent when a current pulse of JC = -15MA/cm2 is applied.The final
resistance after switching matched the resistance of the MTJ’s AP-state at this field
in fig.2.3(b). This measured resistance corresponds to the meta-stable AP-state in
the minor loop. Note that the direction of the Oersted field due to the current pulse
is expected to torque m in a direction opposite to the torque due to spins created by
the GSHE in -Tantalum. [49, 84]. Also, self-heating can be ruled out as a probable
cause of the switching since the magnet did not switch at the same current density
range when the direction of the current flow was reversed.

Fig. 2.5. AP!P switching : The MTJ was initialized in the AP-state
at B = -7mT / -9mT / -9.5mT. 5ms long current pulses were passed
through the tantalum strip starting from 2MA/cm2 (sweep-direction
given by black arrow in each frame). Cartoon in the B = -7mT frame,
shows the direction of the spin accumulation at the Tantalum surface
due to GSHE and the Oersted field created by the charge current
flowing in the +y-direction. When B = -9.5mT, switching due to
GSHE from the tantalum can be seen at JSH ⇡16MA/cm2 .
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In order to demonstrate switching from AP-state to P-state, the MTJ was initialized to its AP-state by sweeping the B-field from -25mT to 0mT and back to
-7mT. In order to switch the magnetization of m to the -x-direction and put the system in the P-state, positive 5ms current pulses were applied starting from 2MA/cm2
to 25MA/cm2 at each of the three magnetic fields (Figure 5). After each pulse,
the resistance of the MTJ was measured ten times. For low current densities, all
ten data points of RM T J for any given pulse amplitude were nearly identical. At
JSH ⇡ 10M A/cm2 however, the first data point (hollow square figure 5) of RM T J was
observed to be lower than the resistance of the initial AP - state. The subsequent 9
data points (filled black circles) all showed a resistance equal to RAP . For higher pulse
amplitudes, a similar trend is evident from figure 5 but with the first data point of
the resistance approaching the resistance of the desired P state. A similar e↵ect was
observed for the B = -9mT, but no successful switching to the P state was observed.
At B= -9.5mT, all ten data points for any given pulse amplitude were identical. At
a value of JSH = JC ⇡16MA/cm2 , switching to the P state was observed for B =
-9.5mT. But as higher amplitude pulses were passed through the tantalum, the MTJ
switched to the AP state and back again to the P state for the next current pulse. We
speculate that the switching from P to AP occurred due to Oersted fields, because,
the direction of the Oersted field created by a positive pulse is expected to torque
m (which is initially in the -x-direction) to point in the +x-direction. The switching
back to the P-state is again consistent with the direction expected from the GSHE in
tantalum. The back and forth switching could also be explained by the so-called back
hopping observed in MTJs [91]. In MTJs, after successful switching from an AP to
P (P to AP) state, further increasing the current beyond threshold can result in the
magnetization state hopping back to its initial AP (P) state followed by telegraph
switching between P and AP states.
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2.4

Discussion
In this section, we analyze the apparent current-induced switching from P!AP

and AP!P quantitatively. The width of the pulses used in this study lies within
the thermal activation regime of spin transfer torque (STT) switching [92, 93], where
the critical current density JC is a function of the height of the thermal barrier(Eb )
separating the P and AP state and the current-pulse width (⌧ ) used for switching.
Using the standard model of thermally activated switching, [92, 93] one can calculate
the intrinsic critical current (JC0 ) using the equation : I
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(2.1)

where ⌧0 = 1ns represents the reciprocal of attempt frequency [20], JC is the
current density(labelled JSH in fig.2.4 and fig.2.5) needed to observe switching of m.
JC0 can be expressed for an in-plane magnet as [20]
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where t is the thickness of the magnet, ↵ = 0.01 is the damping constant, Ms and
Hc are the saturation magnetization and the coercive field of the magnet and ⇥SH is
the spin hall angle. Both in the P!AP switching and AP!P switching cases, the
GSHE switching exhibited a B-field dependence. At B = -8mT, the center of the
bi-stable region, the external field cancels the dipolar field on m, resulting in a zero
net-external field. For a single-domain magnet with a uniaxial anisotropy, the barrier
at zero external field can be calculated using the formula E0 = Ms Hc V /2, where Ms
= 1.1 x 106 A/m is the saturation magnetization, Hc is the coercive field and V is
the volume of the CoFeB magnet. For m initialized in the -x-direction, as the field is
swept closer to the right edge of the minor loop, the barrier for P!AP switching is
lowered as compared to E0 . The lowering of the barrier can be estimated using
✓

Eb = E0 1

Hext
Hc

◆2

(2.3)
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where Hext is the external field and Hc is the coercive field of the magnet after
canceling out the dipolar field. The above expression assumes that m is single-domain
and its energy is dictated only by the uniaxial anisotropy and an external field along
the easy-axis of the magnet. For the B=-7mT, when a P!AP switching was observed,
the barrier height is Eb ⇡ 0.36E0 . Using this calculated value of Eb and a JC =
15M A/cm2 , determined from the P!AP switching measurement, in equations (2.1)
and (2.2) we estimate a ⇥SH of 5.9%. No GSHE switching was observed for a JSH
upto 20M A/cm2 at a B-field of -8mT where the net field on magnet m is zero and
Eb ⇡ E0 . Using equation (2.1), we predict that a current density of ⇡ 55M A/cm2
is needed to generate the necessary JC0 to switch the magnet m, for a barrier height
of E0 . This is well outside the range of pulse amplitudes used in our measurements
and thus consistent with our experimental finding. Unlike the P!AP switching, the
AP!P switching is not abrupt, leading us to conclude that the switching may be
driven by nucleation of domains. This is why equation (2.3) cannot be used in this
context for a quantitative analysis. However we note that a very similar value of
JC = 16M A/cm2 for AP!P switching is consistent with our previous discussion.
The calculated value of the spin hall angle is lower than the one estimated in Liu et
al. [49] for a 6nm thick tantalum layer switching a 1.6nm thick CoFeB nano-magnet of
area 350 x 100nm2 . The low RA product of the MTJ in our work negatively impacts
the estimated spin hall angle. The spin current needed to torque the magnet m is
generated only from the charge current flowing laterally in the Tantalum strip under
it. Due to the low RA product of the MTJ, some of this current is shunted away
from the tantalum into the MTJ and does not contribute to the GSHE. Due to the
sidewall-shorting problem described above, the charge current as it reaches the section
of the tantalum strip close to the MTJ is flowing not just in the tantalum and the
magnet m, but also through the magnet M and the capping layers. All the current
densities reported in this work have not taken this fact into account. The true current
density that is contributing to the spin current generation through GSHE is lower.
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By taking this shunting e↵ect into account the true Spin hall angle of the tantalum
is likely to be ⇡ 2 times larger than the value estimated above.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated current-induced magnetization switching of
a patterned CoFeB magnet using Giant spin hall e↵ect from a tantalum thin-film - an
important step towards building a spin-switch for logic applications. We have used
the thermal activation model of spin-torque to estimate a spin hall angle.We have
also shown that thicker tantalum films can be deposited in the -phase and still show
GSHE.
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3. IMPACT OF SCALING ON THE DIPOLAR
COUPLING IN MAGNET | INSULATOR | MAGNET
STRUCTURES

©[2016] IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from [Penumatcha, Ashish V., ChiaChing Lin, Vinh Q. Diep, Supriyo Datta, Joerg Appenzeller, and Zhihong Chen.,
Impact of Scaling on the Dipolar Coupling in Magnet–Insulator–Magnet Structures.
IEEE Transactions on Magnetics, and Jan.2016]
The ability to control the magnetization of individual nanomagnets has made possible a broad class of devices [18,51,94–96] which store and manipulate information in
the form of magnetization. For these devices to serve as building blocks for computation they must be concatenable while allowing the information to flow in a directional
manner. One scheme that has been proposed for this is the use of a dipolar coupling
unit, a vertical stack of magnet|insulator|magnet, in which the information is transmitted from one magnet to the other through dipolar interaction. In this chapter, we
have used a novel Magnetic Force Microscopy(MFM) based approach to demonstrate
that a vertical dipolar coupling unit can be used to transfer information. We also investigated how the strength of the interaction can be maximized while preserving the
directionality. The experimental observations were understood using micromagnetic
simulations and a scaling approach has been proposed for ultra-thin magnets.

3.1

Introduction
The discovery of spin transfer torque [35, 36] has enabled the current induced

control of the magnetization of nanomagnetic structures and revolutionized spinbased memory devices over the past decade. Over the past few years, there have
been several device ideas [18, 51, 94–96] that aim at using the spin of an electron as
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a variable for performing logic operations to leverage the inherent non-volatility of
magnets and also the promise of low power operation. In particular, Charge-coupled
Spin Logic(CSL) [51] couples a write-unit and a Magnetic Tunnel Junction(MTJ)
based read-unit using magnetic dipolar interaction between two vertically stacked
magnets separated by a spacer(see Fig.3.1(a)). The write-unit uses the input voltage
Vin to control the magnetization, M̂ , of the blue magnet. The read unit converts the
magnetization, m̂, of the red magnet to an output voltage, Vout . The two magnets
(red and blue in Fig.3.1(a)) are coupled through dipolar interaction. We refer to this
magnet|non-magnetic spacer|magnet structure as the dipolar coupling unit. This unit
helps achieve the goal of creating a self-containing logic, by electrically isolating the
read and write units and thereby allowing the logic units to be concatenated. It is
an essential feature that ensures that information flows in a directional manner while
minimizing any feedback from the read-unit to the write-unit of a logic device.
Dipolar coupling between magnets has been studied in the context of nanomagnetic logic(NML) structures [94, 95, 97], and also in MTJs [98, 99]. In MTJs, the aim
has been to reduce the coupling between the vertically stacked magnets separated by
ultra-thin tunneling barriers (⇡1nm). In NML circuits, a logic operation is performed
by transmitting information along a long chain of magnets through nearest neighbor
dipolar interaction. This is done most of the time in an in-plane geometry [94, 95]
and has recently been demonstrated using perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA)
magnets in a 3D architecture [100]. Another recent report by Butler et al. [12]
uses multiple vertically-stacked PMA magnets to build reconfigurable magnetic logic
gates. On the other hand, the role of the dipolar coupling in our structure is limited
to achieving electrical input-output isolation within a device while allowing transfer of
information through dipolar interaction between exactly TWO magnets with in-plane
magnetization.
Our test structure is shown in Fig.3.1(b). It consists of two Permalloy magnets,
with in-plane magnetization, separated by an aluminum oxide layer. The spacer
thickness in our structure is much thicker than typical spacer thicknesses in MTJs,
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Fig. 3.1. (a) Schematic of a generic spin-logic device made up of a
write-unit and a read-unit coupled through dipolar interaction (b) 3D cartoon of the vertical magnet|insulator|magnet shown in (a). The
spacer thickness that is of interest in this work is thicker than a typical
Magnetic Tunnel Junction(MTJ). We assume that the magnets are
made of the same material permalloy and the spacer is non-magnetic.

in order to ensure the electrical isolation between the two magnets. In this work,
we aim at understanding how we can maximize the magnetic dipolar coupling in a
vertical, magnet | non-magnetic spacer | magnet structure (Fig.3.1) while simultaneously preserving directionality, i.e. ensuring that the top magnet is controlled by the
bottom magnet and not vice-versa, as is crucial for a logic implementation. The goal
is to allow the write-unit to control the bottom magnet’s magnetization. The dipolar
field of the bottom magnet then drives the top magnet to an antiparallel direction
with respect to the bottom magnet’s magnetization. In order to gain insight, while
avoiding the complex fabrication process of the entire CSL device, we have chosen to
study the dipolar coupling between the two magnets using a novel Magnetic Force
Microscopy(MFM) approach. We have used magnets that are thick enough to allow
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their magnetization to be sensed by a magnetic tip. The findings of our experiments
were benchmarked with Object Oriented Micro-Magnetic Framework (OOMMF) [29]
simulations. Our results provide a set of design rules and the scaling trends for any
spin-based logic device with a magnetic dipolar coupling unit.

3.2

Methods
Control magnets

Test structure
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Fig. 3.2. (a) Schematic showing the side-view of the samples. A and
B are control magnets. The test structure A0 |spacer|B 0 has magnets
identical to A and B but arranged in a vertical stack to study the
dipolar coupling between A0 and B 0 b)False colored SEM (top view)
- Control magnet A is identical to A0 (colored light red) and Control
magnet B is identical to B 0 (colored light blue). c) The Phase signal
from the MFM scan of the kind of structures shown in (b). This
is an example of a weak dipolar coupling. Since, the magnetization
directions of both magnets A0 and B 0 are identical to their respective
control magnets A and B, one can conclude that the dipolar field
between A0 and B 0 is not strong enough to result in an antiparallel
configuration. d) This is an example of strong dipolar coupling. In
this case, the dipolar field from magnet B 0 was strong enough to flip
the magnetization of A0 with respect to the control magnet A.
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To detect the presence of dipolar coupling in vertical magnet|insulator|magnet
stacks, we have fabricated structures as shown in Fig.3.2(a & b). First, magnets B
and B 0 were patterned using standard e-beam lithography and lift-o↵ process. Next,
atomic layer deposition (ALD) was employed to deposit a layer of Al2 O3 over the
sample. This layer behaves as the insulating spacer layer in our test structure. In
the final step, magnets A and A0 were patterned using lift-o↵. All magnets in our
experiments consist of electron beam evaporated permalloy. No post-annealing was
done to tailor the magnetic properties of the structure. Control magnets A and B
are placed far away from each other and from the test structure (A0 | spacer | B 0 )
to ensure that the in-plane stray field impact between the control magnets and the
test structures and the stray field among control magnets can be neglected. In MTJs,
the tunnel-barrier (spacer) is approximately one nanometer thick, leading to strong
interlayer exchange coupling. In our structures however, the use of a thick insulating
film of Al2 O3 as the spacer layer between the magnets prevents any interlayer exchange
coupling since the strength of the coupling decays exponentially with thickness for
insulating spacers due to the evanescent nature of the exchange-mediated states. [101]
The magnetization of all magnets was first preset by a large external magnetic
field applied along the easy-axis of the magnets. The field was ramped down to zero
and the sample was taken out of the field to allow spontaneous dipole interaction to
occur. The outcome was measured by MFM under zero external magnetic field. The
phase information collected during the MFM scan is used to deduce the direction
of magnetization of a nanoscale magnet. For example, in Fig.3.2(c), the dark blue
colored regions indicate a positive phase signal and the yellow regions indicate a
negative phase signal. The magnetization of magnet A is therefore pointing along the
+x direction,i.e. the easy axis direction. On the other hand, the relative position of
the dark blue and bright yellow regions in the phase image of A0 in Fig.3.2(d) indicate
that it is magnetized in the -x direction.
The test structure A0 |spacer|B 0 has magnets identical to the control magnets, A

and B, but arranged in a vertical stack to study the dipolar coupling between A0 and
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B 0 . By comparing the final magnetization state of A0 to A, we can conclude if the
dipolar field from B 0 is strong enough to dictate the final magnetization state of A0 .
The two possible situations are shown in 3.2(c & d). In Fig.3.2(c), magnet A and A0
are magnetized in the direction of the preset magnetic field, which suggests that the
dipolar field from B 0 was not strong enough to impact A0 . In contrast, in Fig.3.2(d),
magnetization of A still follows the direction of the preset field, while magnet A0
points in the opposite direction. This is the evidence that for the structures in Fig.
3.2(d): 1) the magnetization of A0 is controlled by B 0 and 2) since the magnetizations
of B and B 0 remain in the direction of the preset field, the coupling is directional
(B 0 ! A0 ).
To obtain a measurable MFM phase signal, the magnets need to be thick enough
( 8nm for Ms = 8 x 105 A/m) to exert a force on the oscillating MFM tip. However,
for spin logic devices like CSL, the thicknesses of the magnets are normally required
to be less than 2nm, which is essential for low current and low power operation.
Since the magnetization of ultra-thin magnets cannot be measured using the MFM
technique, we have used 10nm to 15nm thick magnets in this study to understand the
scaling trends of the dipolar coupling in our structures. We believe that the trends
observed here still hold true even when both magnets are approximately 2nm thick.
In order to understand the observed di↵erence between the structures in Fig.3.2(c)
and (d), we have performed OOMMF simulations of the test structure described above
since the dimensions of the magnets are too large to be considered “single-domain
particles”. In the simulation, we have treated the magnets as rectangular prisms,
ignoring the rounded corners in the fabricated structures. Within a single magnet,
the standard 6-neighbor exchange model was used with an exchange constant Aex
of 13 x 10

12

J/m [29, 102].Exchange coupling through the thick non-magnetic spacer

was ignored as mentioned above. Moreover, since the magnets used in the experiment
were deposited using electron-beam evaporation, they are not crystalline. Therefore,
we have not included a uniaxial-anisotropy term in the simulations. On the other
hand, as the coercive fields of our magnets are dominated by shape anisotropy, this
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Fig. 3.3. (a) Isolated magnet A simulated in OOMMF (b) Test structure A0 | spacer | B 0 simulated in OOMMF. Magnets A’ and A have
identical dimensions, so, any di↵erence between the switching field of
A0 and A can be attributed to the dipolar field from B 0 (c)Definition
of µ0 Hc in OOMMF simulations: The x-component of the magnetization of the top magnet (mtop
x ) is plotted as a function of the external
field applied along the x-axis for cases (a) and (b). The field is swept
from positive to negative values. The black curve(filled circles) shows
the magnetization vs. B-field of magnet A. The red curve(empty
circles) shows the magnetization vs. B-field of magnet A0 . One can
see that A0 switches at a lower external field than A because it is
assisted by an additional dipolar field from B 0 . The di↵erence in the
switching fields of the two cases is defined as µ0 Hcdip , as explained in
the text. Note that, even though the field in the simulation is applied
along the x-axis, the magnitude of µ0 Hcdip captures the e↵ect of the
y and z components of the dipolar field from magnet B 0 . For this
simulation we have considered the following dimensions - A and A0 =
110x80x15nm; spacer thickness = 10nm; B 0 = 300x140x10nm.

term was included explicitly in the simulations.We chose a saturation magnetization
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of Ms = 8 x 105 A/m and grid size of 5nm x 5nm x 5nm since the chosen values of Ms
p
and Aex result in an exchange length of approximately 5nm (lex = 2Aex /µ0 Ms2 ).

First, we used OOMMF simulations to predict the switching field of magnet A

(shown in Fig.3.3(a)) . The magnet dimensions used in the simulation were 110nm
x 80nm x 15nm. An external magnetic field was swept along the easy-axis of the
magnet (x-axis) from positive to negative values.The magnetization of A as a function
of external field is plotted (filled black circles) in Fig.3.3(c). The field, µ0 Hc (A), at
which the magnetization of the magnet A aligned with the external field along the
-x-direction is the intrinsic switching field of A.
We then simulated the system of two magnets shown in Fig.3.3(b) for a spacer
thickness of 10nm. The dimensions of the magnet A0 were identical to that of A.
Dimensions of magnet B 0 were chosen to be 300nm x 140nm x 10nm. As shown in
Fig.3.3(b), magnet A0 was centered with respect to B 0 . We observed that the field at
which the magnetization of A0 in the two-magnet stack aligns itself with the field along
the negative -x-direction is smaller in magnitude than the intrinsic switching field
corresponding to the isolated configuration in Fig.3.3, i.e. | µ0 Hc (A0 ) |<| µ0 Hc (A) |.

We refer to the di↵erence between µ0 Hc (A0 ) and µ0 Hc (A) as µ0 Hcdip . This

quantity is an indicator for how the x, y and z components of the dipolar field of
B 0 impact the switching field of A0 . The larger µ0 Hcdip , the stronger the coupling
between the two magnets. If the shift, µ0 Hcdip , is greater than the magnitude of
the intrinsic switching field of the top magnet, | µ0 Hc (A) | ,the two magnets are
antiparallel to each other when no external magnetic field is applied. The set of
magnets in Fig.3.2(d) is a good example showing that the dipolar field from the
bottom magnet is sufficient to switch the top magnet, while the magnets in Fig.3.2(c)
are not strongly coupled. The dipolar field emanating from the magnets is strongly
inhomogeneous, especially near the ends of the magnets. The capability of OOMMF
to calculate the dipolar stray field and also simulate switching under spatially nonuniform fields makes it a useful tool to analyze dipolar coupling in our structures and
to explain our experimental results.
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3.3

Results and Discussion
To achieve the directional magnetic dipolar coupling e↵ect from the bottom to the

top, it is important to 1) reduce the coercive field of the top magnet and 2) strengthen
the dipolar field generated from the bottom magnet. We first optimized the geometry
of the top magnet to reduce its coercive field. Note that, the coercive fields are
found to be smaller for wider magnets,but are almost independent of the lengths
of the magnets for magnets with large aspect ratios [28, 81, 103] . The insulating
spacer thickness was kept constant at 10nm. The dimensions were bottom magnet
= 300nm x 140nm x 10nm, top magnet = 110nm x width x 15nm. The width of
the top magnet was varied from 70 nm to 100 nm. We experimentally observed that
only for top magnets with widths equal to or greater than 80nm showed the desired
dipolar coupling. Given this set of dimensions, we pursued two scaling approaches
as discussed below to enhance the dipolar coupling from the bottom magnet to the
top magnet. OOMMF simulations were used to explain the observed experimental
results.

3.3.1

Length scaling of bottom magnet

Knowing the magnet’s length is a parameter that does not change the coercive
field of the bottom magnet, the dipolar interaction in the stacks containing bottom
magnets with lengths from 300 nm to 1200 nm are investigated using the MFM
approach described in section 3.2. A parallel state is observed in the test structure
stack when the length of the bottom magnet is equal or longer than 600nm, suggesting
that the dipolar coupling strength for a long bottom magnet is weak.
In order to understand this length trend in greater detail, we have compared
the experimental results with OOMMF simulations. The procedure used for the
simulation is described in section 3.2. The impact of scaling the length of the bottom
magnet B 0 on µ0 Hcdip is shown in Fig.3.4(a). As the length of magnet B 0 is increased,
while keeping the top magnet A0 centered (i.e. zero o↵set) with respect to B 0 , the
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impact of the dipolar field from B 0 on A0 decreases. The reason for this weakening
can be understood from Fig.3.4(b). The value of the x-component of the dipolar field
emanating from magnet B 0 is plotted along the x-axis at y = 0 and at a vertical
distance of 10nm from the top surface of B 0 . This is the dipolar field that assists the
switching of magnet A0 . As the length of the magnet increases, the x-component of
the dipolar field from B 0 in the region where magnet A0 is placed (pink shaded box
in Fig.3.4(b)) becomes weaker. This trend is most pronounced at x=0, the region
where the center of magnet A0 is placed. The dipolar field from B 0 is independent
of its length, but strongest, at its ends along the easy axis. This strong dipolar field
however does not impact A0 in our test structure because A0 is placed away from the
ends of B 0 . The green region in the top left corner of Fig.3.4(a), marked AP-state,
shows the range of lengths of the bottom magnet in the experiment when an AP-state
was observed. In other words, for the dimensions where we experimentally observe a
dipolar coupled system of magnets, the shift in the switching field of A0 predicted by
OOMMF must be greater than ⇡22mT.

Note that near the x=0 region in Fig.3.4(b)), where A0 is placed, the x-component

of the dipolar field from the bottom magnet is less than 10mT even for the L=300nm
case. However, the switching field of A0 is lowered by 26mT due to the dipolar field.
This shows that considering the component of the dipolar field along the easy-axis
of A0 alone doesn’t give a true indication of the strength of the dipolar field. It is
important to also take into account the other components of the dipolar field when
estimating the strength of the coupling. The non-uniform dipolar field along the xaxis motivates the next scaling path. To take advantage of the strong dipolar field
close to the ends of the magnet B’, the dependence of the coupling on the o↵set in
the x-direction between A0 and B 0 was explored.
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Fig. 3.4. OOMMF simulations: (a) Strength of the dipolar coupling
for test structures with A0 : 110nm x 80nm x 15nm; spacer : 10nm; B 0 :
length x 140nm x 10nm as a function of length of B 0 . µ0 Hcdip is the
di↵erence in the switching field of magnet A and A0 . A0 is centered
with respect to B 0 (as shown in the inset of (a)) in this case. The
dipolar coupling between A0 and B 0 is weakened as the length of B 0 is
increased. The green region indicates the range of lengths of B’ in the
experiment where an AP state was observed. (b) The x-component of
the dipolar field from the bottom magnet B 0 is plotted as a function of
position along the x-axis for y=0(see inset in (b)) in a plane lying on
the surface of the spacer. This is the dipolar field experienced by the
top magnet A0 .The field at the center decays strongly as the length of
the magnet B 0 is increased. The pink box is the portion of the x-axis
where the top magnet is placed. When B 0 is made 300nm long the
dipolar field in this region is higher as compared to a 900nm long B 0 .
Correspondingly, we expect that the shift of the switching field of A0 ,
µ0 Hcdip , is higher for the 300nm case than the 900nm case as shown
in (a).
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3.3.2

O↵setting the two magnets

The dimensions of the test structure were A0 : 110nm x 80nm x 15nm, spacer :
10nm and B 0 : 600nm x 140nm x 10nm. This set of dimensions was used for the
structures in Fig.3.2(c), where no dipolar coupling was observed. In contrast, another
test structure with the same dimensions but A’ is o↵set to the edge of B’ showed
enhanced dipolar coupling. Strong antiparallel dipolar coupling is observed when
the o↵set from the center is equal to or larger than 180 nm(see inset in Fig.3.5 for
the definition of o↵set), which indicates that positioning the top magnet at the edge
of the bottom magnet strengthens the dipolar coupling while preserving the desired
directionality.
This observation was also confirmed from OOMMF simulations of test structures
with di↵erent o↵sets. We found that the value of µ0 Hcdip increased as the o↵set was
increased(Fig.3.5(a)). To understand the magnitude of the dipolar field originating
from the bottom magnet B 0 , the stray field from B 0 was calculated by simulating
B 0 alone at zero external field. The average x-component of the stray field over the
volume where A0 would be placed with respect to B 0 in the real structure is plotted in
Fig.3.5(b) for di↵erent o↵sets. The volume averaged x-component of the dipolar field
is largest at the ends (of the easy axis) of the magnet. This qualitatively explains
our experimental observation that as A0 is moved closer to the edge of B 0 the dipolar
coupling is strengthened. The green region in Fig.3.5(a) highlights the o↵set values
in our experiment when an AP-state was observed. From the simulations we can see
that successful dipolar coupling was observed when the shift in switching field of A0
is greater than ⇡22mT. This value is in agreement with the previous prediction in
the length scaling case.
Now let’s discuss the contribution from the other vector components of the dipolar
field. In device applications, when B 0 is driven by an external mechanism (spin
transfer or external magnetic-field), the dipolar coupling will be strongly impacted
by the dipolar field along the y-axis and also the out-of-plane z-axis. The y- and
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Fig. 3.5. (a)Strength
of (nm)
the dipolar coupling as a function of x-o↵set
between A0 and B 0 from OOMMF simulation. The dimensions of the
test structure were A0 : 110nm x 80nm x 15nm, spacer : 10nm and B 0 :
600nm x 140nm x 10nm. The Inset describes the convention used to
measure the o↵set between A0 and B 0 . Since the dipolar-field from
B 0 is strongest when A0 is placed close to the edge of the magnet B 0 ,
µ0 Hcdip increases when A0 is closer to the edge of B 0 . The green box
highlights the region where strong dipolar coupling was observed in
our experiments and A0 and B 0 relaxed to an AP-state.(b) Dipolar
field from B 0 when its magnetization is along the +x-axis at zero
external field. The average dipolar field over the volume of A0 is
plotted for di↵erent o↵sets between A0 and B 0 . When magnet A0 is
placed close to the ends of B 0 , where the average dipolar field due to
B 0 is largest, we expect the largest shift (µ0 Hcdip ) in the switching
field of A0 . as shown in (a).
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Fig. 3.6. The OOMMF simulation showing the x-component of the
magnetization of the top magnet for the scaled structure. The applied
field is swept along the x-axis from positive to negative values. The
black curve shows the magnetization of the top magnet as a function
of applied B-field when the top magnet is isolated. The switching
occurs at a field of -9mT. In the magnet|spacer|magnet structure (red
curve), the top magnet switches at an applied B-field of +5mT due
to the dipolar field from the bottom magnet.

z-components of the field become significant only when the magnetizations of A0 and
B 0 move out of the easy axis during the dynamics of the switching. Therefore, the
strength of the coupling, plotted in Fig.3.4(a) and Fig.3.5(a), where the magnets are
made to switch in the presence of an external field captures all three components of
the dipolar field. On the other hand, Fig.3.4(b) and Fig.3.5(b) are calculations made
using only the component of the dipolar field that lies along the easy axis of the
magnets. They capture in a simple manner the impact of the two scaling approaches
on the strength of the dipolar field along the easy-axis. In other words, we observe
that even though the field along the easy-axis of A0 is lower than the coercive field
when the field is oriented along the easy-axis, the field along the in-plane hard-axis
makes the switching possible. This is a sign of an angle-dependent switching-field for
a single domain particle in the Stoner-Wohlfarth model combined with interaction
between the di↵erent domains [102, 104–106]. This is also evident in the rounding of
the simulated switching characteristics for A0 in Fig.3.3(b).
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For all the structures simulated in our study so far, the presence of the magnet B 0
strongly impacts the switching field of magnet A0 . Although the presence of magnet
B 0 shifts the switching field of A0 by at least 20mT, the OOMMF simulation still
predicts a parallel configuration between magnets A0 and B 0 at zero external field.
Our experiments on the other hand show that at zero field the magnetizations of
A0 and B 0 are antiparallel to each other. We suspect this disagreement is due to
the incorrect prediction of the intrinsic switching field(coercive field) by OOMMF.
From our data, we observe that OOMMF tends to overestimate the coercive fields
of nano magnets because it does not take into account the edge roughness and also
the polycrystalline nature of the fabricated nano magnets. Another reason for the
overestimation of the coercive field may be that thermal fluctuations were not included
in our OOMMF simulations. However, the trends of the dipolar coupling strength,
deduced from the shift µ0 Hcdip , are clearly consistent and in good agreement with
experiment.

3.3.3

Ultra-thin magnets

Due to the limitations imposed by the sensitivity of the MFM tip, our MFM
approach could only be used to study thicker magnets. Using the trends established
in the previous sections, we have used OOMMF to study the dipolar coupling strength
for ultra-thin magnets. The simulation results for one set of dimensions are shown
in Fig.3.6. The dimensions used in Fig.3.6 are: A0 (Ms =8 x 105 A/m corresponding
to permalloy) - 80x60x2nm ; spacer - 10nm ; B 0 (Ms =1.2 x 106 A/m corresponding
to CoFeB) - 100x60x2nm. To maximize the dipolar coupling strength, the length of
magnet B 0 is scaled down(while maintaining shape anisotropy) and A0 was o↵set along
the easy axis as discussed above. In order to further improve the dipolar field strength,
the Ms for magnet B 0 was increased. The strength of the dipolar coupling(µ0 Hcdip ⇡
15mT ) is weaker for ultra-thin magnets (µ0 Hcdip was ⇡ 25 - 30mT for the 10nm

thick magnets), but this is compensated by the lower intrinsic switching field of ultra-
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thin magnets compared to the thicker magnets. As the thickness of the magnets is
scaled down from 10nm to 2nm, while still maintaining the shape anisotropy (keeping
easy axis in the x-direction), the decrease in the strength of the dipolar field (from
around to 25mT to 15mT) is much lesser than the decrease in the switching field
of the individual magnets. In our previous work [81], we measured the switching
field of patterned permalloy magnets of di↵erent thicknesses. The coercive field of
the magnets changed from 20mT (depending on the lateral dimensions) for a 10nm
magnet to almost 5mT for 5nm thick magnets. Therefore, we conclude that dipolar
coupling is strong enough to couple the read- and write-unit magnets described in our
study even when the thickness of the magnets used is 2nm - a key finding to establish
the suitability of dipolar coupling for input-output isolation in spin logic devices.

3.4

Conclusion
In conclusion, magnetic dipolar coupling in vertically stacked structures has been

investigated by both experiments and simulations for the first time. The magnetic
dipolar coupling with directionality is demonstrated using a novel MFM-based experimental method. The strength of the interaction was optimized and the impact
of scaling was corroborated using micromagnetic simulations. Finally, the presence
of strong dipolar coupling was also demonstrated in aggressively scaled structures
using OOMMF, thereby establishing the suitability of dipolar coupling between nano
magnets as a means of achieving input-output isolation in spin logic devices.
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4. ROLE OF INTERFACES IN SPIN-TRANSFER FROM
THE GSHE METAL TO THE FERROMAGNET
4.1

Introduction
The Giant Spin Hall E↵ect (GSHE) [49, 82, 107] has emerged as the most efficient

means of electrically manipulating the magnetization of a nanoscale ferromagnet. A
charge current passing through a patterned GSHE metal creates a spin accumulation
on the surfaces of the metal strip. This spin accumulation on the surface, polarized
in the direction perpendicular to the charge current flow and surface normal (I~ ⇥ n̂),
exerts a torque on a magnet patterned on the surface of the GSHE metal strip. In
other words, a charge current flowing in the GSHE metal results in an orthogonal
spin-current absorbed by the magnet. The amount of spin-current absorbed by ferromagnet is the proportional to the area (lm ⇥ w) of the thin-film ferromagnet(see
figure 4.1). The spins accumulated on the surface of the GSHE metal in the area
outside the magnet do not exert any torque on its magnetization. Increasing the
length of the magnet(lm ) allows the magnet to absorb more spins but it also increases
the amount of spins needed to switch its magnetization. The amount of spin angular
momentum absorbed by a ferromagnet patterned on a GSHE metal can be increased
by inserting a “funneling” layer between the patterned ferromagnet and the GSHE
metal(see figure 4.1). If the additional interfaces introduced due to the funnel layer do
not harm the spin angular momentum significantly and the spin relaxation length in
the funnel layer is longer than both the thickness and length of the funnel layer (lf ),
the e↵ective area over which the spins are absorbed by the magnet can be increased
from lm ⇥ w to lf ⇥ w.
Several funnel layers with a spin relaxation lengths ranging from 400nm in copper [39] to almost microns in materials like Yttrium Iron Garnett (YIG) [108] may be
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Fig. 4.1. (a) Only the spin-current under the magnet exerts a torque
on it. (b) Schematic showing how a funnel layer placed between the
magnet and the GSHE metal strip can funnel spins from a larger area
and boost the torque on the magnet without increasing the size of the
magnet.

suitable for this purpose. However, interfaces are known to relax spin angular momentum even when the junction between the non-magnetic metal and the ferromagnet is
“pristine”1 . Using magnetoelectric circuit simulations Sayed et al [109] have shown
that certain combinations of materials are suitable to demonstrate this funneling proposal. The simulation approach used data from spin-pumping experiments and other
spin-Hall like structures to extract the interface-conductance matrices that determine
the efficiency of the spin absorption. However, to the best of our knowledge, no report has shown that spin injected from a GSHE metal into an intermediate layer can
di↵use into a magnet and flip its magnetization.
In this chapter, we show experimental results that demonstrate that the spin
current transported across GSHE metal – funnel layer interface, di↵uses across the
1

abrupt interfaces without intermixing.
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funnel layer towards the funnel layer–ferromagnet(FM) interface, exerts a torque on
the magnetization of the FM and switches it.
The stack used in this study consists of Ta (seed layer) | Pt (GSHE metal) |
Cu(funnel layer) | [Co0.2 Ni0.6 ]⇥5 Co0.2 (PMA magnet) | Ta (capping layer). The exact
thickness are provided in figure 4.2. Three 3” wafers of this stack
1. without copper - control sample
2. 3nm copper
3. 6nm copper
were deposited by Prof. Andy Kent’s group at New York University using magnetron
sputtering.

Fig. 4.2. Material stack deposited on 3” wafers for this study. The
CoNi magnet was optimized to exhibit strong PMA. 3 separate wafers
were deposited to study the impact of the copper interlayer - tCu =
0(Control wafer),tCu = 3nm, tCu = 6nm

4.2

Magnetic moment measurements
The three wafers used in the study were designed to be identical in all aspects

except for the thickness of the Cu. Initial TEM images showed signs of intermixing between Ta and Pt, as well as Cu and the magnetic stack.2 The magnet was engineered
2

The TEM images have not been included in this thesis.
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to have an easy-axis oriented perpendicular to the wafer surface by depositing alternating layers of 0.2nm Co and 0.6nm Ni. The interfacial-anisotropy in this structure
forces the magnetization to lie perpendicular to the thin-film plane [110]. The composite structure consisting of the alternating layers is treated as a single magnet with
a net moment and magnetization. The properties of the three stacks were measured
using the magnetic property measurement system(MPMS) operated in the vibrating
sample magnetometer mode(VSM). The magnetic hysteresis loops were measured for
all three samples with the field applied in the thin-fim plane and perpendicular to the
thin-film plane. The data is shown in figure 4.3.

Fig. 4.3. Magnetic moment vs magnetic field hysteresis measured
using a vibrating sample magnetometer for : (a) H-field applied perpendicular to the thin-film plane (b) H-field applied in the thin-film
plane. The in-plane anisotropy of the 3nm wafer is lower than both
the control and the 6nm copper wafer.

The coercive field with external-field applied perpendicular to the plane is much
lower than the field applied in the plane of the thin-film confirming that the composite
magnet has a strong perpendicular magnetic anisotropy(PMA). Also the saturation
magnetic moment per unit volume (Ms ) is the same for the three wafers. However,
the three wafers also had some key di↵erences. Specifically, the in-plane anisotropy
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of the 3nm Copper samples, inferred from the saturating in-plane field, was measured
to be lower than the control and the 6nm sample. Some of this non-reproducibility
may be arising from the intermixing of Copper into the magnetic stack. in the 3nm
Cu wafer.

4.3

Electrical characterization
Since the composite magnetic stack has a strong PMA, the magnetization can be

inferred electrically by using the anomalous Hall-e↵ect(AHE). In fact, we decided to
use PMA magnets in this study so that AHE could be used to infer the magnetization
instead of the resistance of an MTJ. The three samples were patterned in the shape
of a Hall-bar using standard e-beam lithography and Argon milling. The optical
micrograph and the measurement schematic are shown in figure 4.4.
Due to the anomalous Hall-e↵ect(AHE) [111], the Hall resistance of the cross is
proportional to the z-component of the magnetization. As a result, the electrically
measured Hall-resistance can be treated as a proxy for the magnetization state of
the CoNi magnet (see figure 4.4(b)). Note that the Hall-cross has the entire stack
patterned into the same shape, the ac sense current gets distributed into the di↵erent
materials based on their individual resistivities.
The following sub-sections describe two methods
1. Spin-orbit e↵ective field measurements
2. Current-induced magnetization switching (CIMS)
that were used to measure the spin-torque exerted on the magnet due to the
current flowing in the Pt layer. Both methods rely on the AHE to electrically sense
the magnetization. In the spin-orbit e↵ective field measurements [112], the Hallcross shown in figure 4.4(a) was used to measure the strength of the spin-torque
(Slonczewski and field-like) in the the control, 3nm Cu and the 6nm Cu samples
separately. The amount of torque was then used to infer if the presence of the copper
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Fig. 4.4. Using anomalous Hall e↵ect(AHE) to measure magnetization : (a) Optical micrograph showing a sample patterned into a
Hall-cross and then contacted with gold pads. (b) Anomalous Hall resistance plotted as function of a Hz -field sweep. The Hall resistance is
proportional to the z-component of the magnetization. (c) Schematic
showing the electrical measurement connections and field sweep directions. The current injected gets divided based on the resistivity of
the individual layers in the stack.

reduced the strength of the torque. In the current-induced magnetization switching
measurements, the magnetic and the copper layers were patterned and switching was
demonstrated using current pulses in the presence of an external magnetic field. The
following subsections describe these two measurement techniques.
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4.3.1

Spin-orbit e↵ective field

The current injected into a GSHE metal strip, creates a spin current on the surfaces
of the strip. The spin-current polarized in the n̂s direction (refer figure 4.5)exerts spintorque on the magnet placed on the surface of the metal strip. The torque has two
components • Slonczewski torque
• Field-like torque

~
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The Slonczewski and field-like torques created by the current J flowing through
the GSHE metal correspond to the third and fourth terms of the R.H.S in the LLG
~ in the presence of internal
equation (equation 4.1) which describes the dynamics of M
and external torques. One could also describe the torque exerted on the magnets by
the current J using two e↵ective fields :
• Longitudinal e↵ective field
• Transverse e↵ective field

~ ⇥ n̂s )
HL / ( M
HT / (n̂s )

The Slonczewski(Field-like) torque on the magnet is given by a vector product
~ ⇥
of the magentization and the longitudinal(transverse) e↵ective field : M

HL(T ) .

These spin-orbit e↵ective-fields were measured using vector measurements [112] on the
Hall-crosses. In this measurement, the magnet shaped into a Hall-cross was excited
by an ac-current source at a frequency !. Due to AHE, the magnetization response
to the ac-excitation results in a Hall-voltage. The in-phase component of the first
harmonic(V! ) and quadrature-component of the second harmonic(V2! ) of the Hallvoltage were measured using a lock-in amplifier. The Hall-resistances R! = V! /Iac
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and R2! = V2! /Iac (where Iac is the rms value of the ac excitation) were measured as
a function of an external-field (see figure 4.5) swept along
1. the transverse(HT ) direction
2. the longitudinal(HL ) direction

Fig. 4.5. Spin-orbit e↵ective fields schematic: The ac current flowing
in the GSHE Pt strip generates a spin-current that exerts a torque on
the magnetization M . The torque can be decomposed into two components - the Slonczewski torque(Tsl ) and the field like torque(Tsl ).
These spin-orbit related torques can be represented as e↵ective fields
along the longitudinal( HL ) and transverse HT ) directions of the
Hall-cross.

The resulting R! vs. HL(T ) and R2! vs. HL(T ) curves are shown in figure 4.6. For
a given excitation current amplitude, using the equations from [112], both

HL and

HT can be calculated from the data.

HL(T ) =

2

@R2! /@HL(T )
2
@ 2 R! /@HL(T
)

(4.2)

Since the curvature of R! vs HL (T ) is only a function of the magnet’s properties
and magnetization state (Mz = ±1), the magnitude and sign of the

HL(T ) depends

on the slope of the R2! vs. HL(T ) . The above measurements were performed on
Hall-crosses with identical lateral dimensions having tCu = 0, 3nm and 6nm.
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Fig. 4.6. The excitation ac current is applied with a frequency of
!. Representative (a) !-component (b) 2!-component of the Hallresistance as a function of magnetic field applied in the longitudinal
direction(HL ). Representative (c) !-component (d) 2!-component
of the Hall-resistance as a function of magnetic field applied in the
transverse direction(HT ). In all four panels ((a)-(d)), the experimental data is plotted using open circles. The solid lines are quadratic
and linear fits to the R! and R2! . The data is labelled with the rms
value of the excitation current used.

The data showing how the spin-orbit fields vary with excitation current for the
three wafers is presented in figure 4.7. The sign of the longitudinal e↵ective field
depends on whether Mz = ±1 ( since
for the control sample.The

HL / M ⇥ n̂s ). This is shown in figure 4.7

HL is related to the spin hall angle (⇥SH ) using the

equation [113]

⇥SH =

2q HL
Ms tmag
h̄ Jac

(4.3)
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Fig. 4.7. Summary of the (a) HL vs. Iac and (b) HT vs. Iac for
control, tCu =3nm, tCu =6nm wafers. Iac is the current estimated to
flow through the platinum taking the resistivity values of the di↵erent films in the Hall-cross.The sign of the longitudinal e↵ective-field
depends on the magnetization direction(+z/ z).It is clear that even
in the presence of a copper intelayer, the magnet experiences a torque
originating form the GSHE in platinum. The accuracy of the spin
Hall angles quoted here depends strongly on the resistivity numbers
in table 4.1. As described in the text, the resistivity numbers have
note taken into account the intermixing between the di↵erent layers
of the stack.

where Ms is the saturation magnetization per unit volume, tmag is the thickness of
the magnetic layer and Jac is the current density in the GSHE metal strip. The x-axis
of the plots in figure 4.7 is the rms value of the ac current estimated to flow through
the platinum. To estimate the portion of the total current flowing through Pt, the
resistivity values of the di↵erent materials (summarized in table 4.1) were used. The
resistivity values were calculated from the measured resistances of patterned films
that were thinned down to di↵erent depths by etching. The resistance of a multiplelayer stack such as Pt-CoNi was assumed to be the sum of parallel resistances of
the Pt layer and the composite CoNi layer. Once the resistivity values of Pt and
CoNi films were extracted from the control wafer, since the same recipe was used to
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deposit these films in the 3nm Cu and 6nm Cu wafers, they were treated as known
constants when extracting the resistance of the Cu layers in the 3nm and 6nm Cu
wafers. Some of these assumptions are called into question because of the intermixing
between di↵erent layers. Initial TEM images as well as EDS line scans of the stacks
show that there is variation in the degree of intermixing from one wafer to the next
even though same recipe was used to deposit the common layers in all three wafers.
Table 4.1.
Resistivity of materials in the stack used in this study: The values
are estimated from the Hall-Cross patterned with di↵erent copper
thickness and samples etched to contain only the platinum layer in
Hall geometry. Deviations from the expected resistivity of Pt and Cu
are attributed to strong intermixing seen in initial TEM images.
Material

Resistivity [µ⌦

Platinum

35-45

3nm Cu

27

6nm Cu

8

CoNi

200-225

cm]

From the data in figure 4.7 it is clear that even in the presence of the interlayer
copper, a torque, originating from the GSHE in the platinum strip, is exerted on the
composite CoNi magnet. Usually, only the longitudinal e↵ective-field is used to calculate the spin Hall angle of the GSHE layer responsible for the spin-torque. However,
in our measurements we observed that the transverse e↵ective-field is stronger than
the longitudinal one. A similar trend was also observed in [114]. A recent report [115]
has shown that the strength of the field-like torque in a Ta-CoFeB-MgO PMA stack
is sensitive to the FM-oxide interface which is responsible for the strength of PMA.
Since our magnets do not have this FM-oxide interface, it would be interesting to
probe the origin of the field-like torque in our system using temperature dependent
measurements.
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Fig. 4.8. Extracting the in-plane anisotropy from the curvature of the
R! vs. HL(T ) . The in-plane anisotropy is inversely proportional to
the curvature of the R! vs. HL(T ) .

4.3.2

Evaluating in-plane anisotropy from Hall-resistance measurements

Usually, the magnetic properties of a stack are very sensitive to the under-layers.
We observed from our VSM measurements (see figure 4.3) that the in-plane anisotropy
of the CoNi stack deposited on the 3nm Cu is lower than the control wafer and the
6nm Cu wafer.
From figures 4.6 (a) and (c) we observed that for a given sample the second
derivative of R! is independent of the excitation current. The curvature of R! vs.
HL(T ) is a function of the in-plane anisotropy and the initial magnetization state(Mz =
±1) [112] . This can be used as a measure of the magnets in-plane anisotropy. The
resistance R! is written as

R! =
where
Mz =

✓
RAHE
1
2

HL2
2
Hkef
f

◆

(4.4)

RAHE is the di↵erence in Hall-resistance of the states Mz = +1 and

1, Hk,ef f is the in-plane anisotropy.

The Hk,ef f was extracted from measured data for all the samples of the three
wafers. The data is summarized in the table 4.2. We observed that the trend in the
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in-plane anisotropy extracted from the Hall-measurements is supported by the VSM
data in figure 4.3(b). This is expected to have an impact on the amount of current
needed to switch the magnetization in the following section.
Table 4.2.
Summary of magnetic parameters. The Ms was extracted from VSM
measurements and electrical measurements are used to extract the
in-plane anisotropy.

4.3.3

Sample

Ms [emu/cc]

Hk,ef f [Oe]

Control

600

3200 ± 615

3nm Cu

600

1730 ± 260

6nm Cu

600

2400 ± 215

Current induced switching of patterned magnet

In this section, the current-induced magnetization switching (CIMS) of patterned
magnets is discussed. Since the CoNi magnets have a strong PMA and the spincurrent is polarized along the width of the GSHE layer, the torque can only align the
magnet such that Mz = 0(as long as the current is flowing in the GSHE layer). Once
the current is turned o↵, the magnet relaxes back to one of its two minimum energy
states, Mz = ±1, with equal probability. In, order to make the CIMS deterministic,
an in-plane magnetic field directed along the current flow direction needs to be applied
to break the symmetry [116].

CIMS in a control wafer
The Control wafer stack was patterned first into a Hall cross and the CoNi magnet
was then patterned into a single circular dot (see figure 4.9(a)). The dot was made
small to avoid the formation of partial-switched domains during the CIMS. Note
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that the critical current-density needed to switch the magnet is independent of its
cross-sectional area.The measurement connections are illustrated in figure 4.9(b). The
Hall-resistance was measured as a function of a z-directed external magnetic field in
the PPMS using a standard ac lock-in technique. Since the Hall-resistance of this
structure is dominated by the AHE, the magnetization can be inferred from the Hallresistance, although the AHE becomes weaker as the magnet’s diameter is made small
in comparison with the width of the voltage legs of the Hall cross. The normalized
Hall-resistance as a function of a Hz -field in figure 4.9(c) shows abrupt switching at
the coercive-field of the patterned magnet.

Fig. 4.9. (a)False-colored SEM of Hall-cross with a patterned CoNi
magnet (Scale bar is shown in the inset). (b) Measurement schematic
illustrating the external magnetic-field direction and electrical connections (c) Hall-resistance vs Hz field for the patterned magnet.
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As described above, to switch the magnetization using current pulses a magnetic
field directed along the y-direction is necessary to break the symmetry. The CIMS
measurements were performed using the Lakeshore in-plane probe station after initializing the sample magnetization in the z-direction using a permanent magnet. The
CIMS measurement procedure comprised of the following steps. All three steps are
performed at a constant Hy .
1. Read magnetization: the Hall-resistance was measured using an ac excitation
current to read the magnetization state.
2. Write-pulse to switch magnetization: The ac excitation current is turned o↵
and a current pulse is applied with a pulse width = 5ms and a pulse amplitude
= I.
3. Read magnetization: the Hall-resistance was measured and plotted.
These three steps were repeated to generate a hysteresis plot of resistance vs. pulse
amplitude for a single Hy field. The field was then stepped and the read/write
sequence was repeated. The resulting data is shown in figures 4.10 (a) and (b). Note
that the sense of rotation of the hysteresis curves changes based on sign of the applied
magnetic field. The critical current at which the magnetization switches from Mz =
+1 to -1 or vice-versa is plotted as a function of the external in-plane field (see figure
4.10(c). One can see that the critical current decreases as the magnitude of the
external Hy field is increased, as is expected.

CIMS in a 3nm Cu wafer
The 3nm Cu wafer was patterned into the shape shown in figure 4.11(a) and (b).
The main di↵erence between the device fabricated from the control wafer and this
wafer is that there are multiple magnets patterned on the Hall-cross. Since the amount
of current flowing through the CoNi magnet is lower in the 3nm Cu device (due to a
parallel copper shunt path) the AHE is weaker. In order to increase the strength of
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Fig. 4.10. Current induced magnetization switching of the patterned
PMA magnet using 5ms long current pulses in the presence of a
(a)postive external-Hy field (b) negative external-Hy -field. The Hy
field is needed to break the symmetry and allow the in-plane torque
to switch a PMA magnet. Note that the sense of the current-hysteresis
loop changes with the sign of the external field. (c) Plot showing how
the critical current needed to switch the magnet decreases as the magnitude of the external field increases. For the non-abrupt switching
events the critical current is defined as the current when the normalized hall resistance changes sign. The currents in these plots do not
account for shunting in the region under the magnet.

the e↵ect and have a significant resistance di↵erence between Mz = +1 and Mz =

1

states, multiple identical magnets were patterned. The magnetic hysteresis loop for
an out-of-plane field is plotted in figure 4.11. The small plateau in the anomalous
hall resistance arises from a small di↵erence in the coercive field of the magnetic dots.
Note that the coercive field is approximately the same as figure 4.9(c).
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Fig. 4.11. (a)False-colored SEM of Hall-cross with a patterned CoNi
magnet with 3nm copper underneath (Scale bar is shown in the inset).
Multiple magnets were patterned to increase the magnitude of the
anomalous Hall-voltage. (b) Measurement schematic illustrating the
external magnetic-field direction and electrical connections. Note that
the copper was etched into the same shape as the CoNi magnet. (c)
Hall-resistance vs Hz field for the patterned magnet. The steps in
the normalized Hall-resistance indicate that all the magnets do not
switch at the same Hz field

Using the same procedure as the CIMS measurements in the control sample, we
were able to switch the magnetization of the the samples from the 3nm Cu wafer with
current pulses. The only di↵erence was that the pulse width was reduced to 50µs to
avoid burning out of samples during the write-step. The easy “burning-out” of the
devices after the introduction of the copper interlayer may be a result of degradation
of the copper quality due to intermixing. All the features of the switching, the sense-
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of-rotation of the hysteresis, the current amplitude needed for switching(Ic ) were
nearly identical to the control wafer sample discussed in the earlier section. The data
is plotted in figure 4.12. The critical current as a function of magnetic field is shown
in figure 4.12(c) using the red data points.

Fig. 4.12. Current induced magnetization switching of the patterned
PMA magnet using 50µs long current pulses in the presence of a
(a)positive external-Hy field (b) negative external-Hy -field. The Hy
field is needed to break the symmetry and allow the in-plane torque to
switch a PMA magnet. Note that the sense of the current-hysteresis
loop changes with the sign of the external field. (c) Plot showing
how the critical current needed to switch the magnet decreases as
the magnitude of the external field increases. The blue data points
belong to the control sample from figure 4.10 and the red data points
represent the 3nm Cu data. For the non-abrupt switching events the
critical current is defined as the current when the normalized hall
resistance changes sign. None of the currents account for shunting
under the magnet.

The critical current is similar (if not lower) when compared to the blue data points
from the control wafer sample. To make a fair comparison however, one would need
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to adjust for the fact that part of this current is shunted by the additional 3nm Cu
between the magnet and the GSHE-Pt strip. Even in the control sample case, the
magnet itself contributes to the shunting. The shunted portion of the current in
copper and the magnet does not exert any torque on the magnet. This assumption
may have to be more thoroughly tested for samples with a copper interlayer. It is
plausible that the intermixing of layers could have created a Cu-based alloy which
can exhibit a spin-Hall behavior.

4.4

Discussion and future work
We have demonstrated that the copper inter-layer does not destroy the spin-

current created by GSHE in the Pt strip. First, we used the in-plane magnetic
field sweeps to characterize the spin-orbit e↵ective-fields generated by the GSHE
in platinum. We found that the spin-Hall angle is not significantly altered by the
presence of the copper interlayer. However, an accurate measurement of the spin-Hall
angle would require a more thorough estimate of the current flowing in the Pt-GSHE
layer. Second, we were able to switch patterned magnets using current-pulses both
in samples made from the control and the 3nm Cu wafers.

Fig. 4.13. Critical current density vs Hy corrected for shunting. The
blue points represents the data from the control wafer and the red
points represent the data from the 3nm Cu wafer.
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The currents adjusted for the estimated shunting are shown in figure 4.13. The
critical currents in the sample with a 3nm copper interlayer are almost half of the
critical currents measured in the control sample. The shunting is estimated by assuming that the extra copper layer is a lumped-resistor in parallel to the platinum
(resistivity values taken from table 4.1). The e↵ect of device-to-device and wafer-towafer variation were ignored when estimating the resistivity values in table 4.1. The
exact contribution of the shunting requires the use of a distributed model with an
accurate description of the interface resistance between the materials. Also, since we
noticed signs of intermixing between the di↵erent layers, we would have to
1. ensure that the resistivity of the common (Pt, CoNi) layers are measured independently in the di↵erent wafers. This is necessary because we observed that
the intermixing was not uniform across the di↵erent wafers.
2. ensure that the resistivity variation within a wafer is small so that the current
distribution can be assumed to be constant for all samples within a wafer.
Note that the copper layer is patterned into the same size as the CoNi magnet.
So, the reduction in the critical current cannot arise from any funneling of extra
spin current from a region outside of the area under the magnet. We believe that
the decrease of the Jc can be explained from our earlier observation that the CoNi
magnet in a 3nm Cu wafer has a lower in-plane anisotropy compared to the control
wafer. Since the measurements were performed in the presence of an in-plane external
field (Hy ) the lower in-plane anisotropy is very likely to be responsible for the lower
critical-currents. Once again, a correction to the shunting factor may also change the
conclusion about how much the presence of copper a↵ects the spin current absorbed
by the ferromagnet.
One key conclusion from this work is that the interfaces do not disturb the spinangular momentum generated by the GSHE material. However, on a microscopic scale
they may alter the exact details of the spin absorption by the magnet by changing the
spin-mixing conductances. Another important takeaway is that a funneling layer such
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as copper can shunt away a significant portion of the current thereby lowering the
overall boost expected from the funneling action. In this regard, initial measurements
on the 6nm Cu3 , as a result of its lower resistivity, shunts most of the current away
from the platinum strip making the demonstration of CIMS in the 6nm Cu more
challenging. A much larger terminal-current (without considering the shunting) would
be required to ensure that enough spin-current is generated through spin-Hall e↵ect
in platinum. From initial TEM results as well as EDS line scans the quality of the Cu
layer in the 6nm Cu wafer was found to be better than the Cu layer in the 3nm Cu
wafer. This may explain the stronger spin-orbit fields measured using the harmonic
measurements. Experiments are being performed to demonstrate CIMS in the 6nm
Cu wafer.

4.5

Future directions
To avoid the shunting problem, a good solution would be to insert a material that

is electrically insulating while still capable of communicating the spin information
from the GSHE metal to the magnetic layer(PSC) [109]. The copper funnel layer
can then be sandwiched between the magnet and the electrical insulator to serve as a
funnel-layer to improve the amount of spin-current absorbed (figure 4.14). Examples
of PSCs that exhibit both electrical insulating and spin conducting behavior are :
1. Nickel oxide (NiO) is a weak anti-ferromagnet which is electrically insulating4
[117, 118]. Our collaborators at NYU have also studied spin transport through
NiO to GSHE layer by using spin pumping and inverse spin Hall e↵ect.
2. Yttrium Iron Garnet (YIG) is an insulating ferrimagnet that can transmit spininformation through magnons over several microns [108]. If YIG is used as
the insulating layer, one would need to take two additional e↵ects into account
when designing the structure. First, since the YIG layer is behaving as an
3

not included in this thesis
at low electric fields. At large enough electric fields, NiO is known to show set/reset behavior often
associated with RRAMs.
4
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Fig. 4.14. Using a Pure spin conductor to prevent shunting: The
Pure spin conductor layer should be electrically insulating (to prevent
current shunting away from the GSHE metal) while still conducting
spin-currents via, for example, magnons. The spin-current injected
into the funnel layer from the PSC is then absorbed by the magnet.

interconnect and transferring the spin information through magnons, the dipolar
coupling needs to be minimized by increasing the lateral-area of YIG film in
comparison to the read-unit ferromagnet. Secondly, initial reports [108] have
shown that the YIG transmits the component of the spins in the direction of
its magnetization. So, the magnetization direction of the YIG would have to be
stabilized to maximize the transmission of the spin-information.
So far, the combination of the PSC and funnel layer has only been considered as
a means to boost the spin current absorbed by the ferromagnet through funneling.
However, the PSC can also serve as a read-write isolation layer in the CSL device,
without having to rely on dipolar coupling between two magnets discussed in the
introduction section. A simplified version of the alternate layout using the PSC is
illustrated in figure 4.15. In the initial CSL structure, dipolar interaction between
mr and mw across the metal–insulator stack was used to achieve read–write isolation.
As described in chapter 3, this requires some careful engineering along with strayfield cancellation from the fixed-magnet(Mf ix ). In the newly proposed device using
a PSC, the magnet mw is replaced by a pure spin conductor which provides the
electrical isolation between the read and the write units simply because the material
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Fig. 4.15. New CSL design using the insulating magnet to isolate the
read and write units.

is an electrical insulator. The spin-information is communicated through long-range
magnons which excite spin currents in the metallic layer under the read-unit magnet.
The spin-current controls the free magnet which modulates the resistance of the
MTJ. More experiments are needed to establish the working of this newly proposed
structure.
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5. ANALYZING BLACK PHOSPHORUS TRANSISTORS
USING AN ANALYTIC SCHOTTKY BARRIER MOSFET
MODEL
The contents of this chapter were published in [119]. ©2015, Penumatcha, Ashish
V and Salazar, Ramon B and Appenzeller, Joerg. This article is distributed under a
Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license.
Due to the difficulties associated with substitutional doping of low-dimensional
nano-materials, most field-e↵ect transistors built from carbon-nanotubes, 2D-crystals
and other low-dimensional channels are Schottky-barrier MOSFETs (SB-MOSFETs).
The transmission through a SB-MOSFET is dominated by the gate-dependent transmission through the Schottky barriers at the metal-to-channel interfaces. This makes
the use of conventional transistor models highly inappropriate and has lead researchers
in the past frequently to extract incorrect intrinsic properties, e.g. mobility, for many
novel nano-materials. In this chapter, we propose a simple modeling approach to
quantitatively describe the transfer characteristics of SB-MOSFETs from ultra-thin
body materials accurately in the device o↵-state. In particular, after validating the
model through the analysis of a set of ultra-thin silicon FET data, we have successfully applied our approach to extract Schottky barrier heights for electrons and holes
in black phosphorus devices for a large range of body thicknesses.

5.1

Introduction
Since the first carbon nanotube (CNT) transistors were built and characterized in

1998 [120, 121] and found to behave as Schottky barrier metal-oxide-semiconductor
field-e↵ect transistors (SB-MOSFETs) in 2002 [122, 123] many more ultra-thin body
devices have been explored. Whether in the case of ultra-thin silicon slab struc-
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tures [124], silicon nanowires [125], III-V nanowires [126] or more recently transition
metal di-chalcogenides (TMDs) [74, 76, 127], all of these exploratory three-terminal
devices with metallic source and drain contacts and a channel that is gated from
the source-to-channel to the drain-to-channel interface showed a variety of characteristics that are common for SB-MOSFETs. Di↵erent from conventional MOSFETs, SB-MOSFETs show for example inverse subthreshold slopes

dlog(Ids )
dVgs

than 60mV/dec at room-temperature close to the threshold voltage Vth

1

larger

for finite

oxide thicknesses even if the depletion capacitance is zero and interface trap capacitances can be ignored [128] and so-called ambipolar device characteristics, i.e.
electron transport for positive gate voltages and hole transport for negative gate voltages [129]. Using conventional MOSFET models to analyze data from SB-MOSFETs
often leads to incorrect conclusions about the channel material. In an SB-MOSFET,
for example, calculating mobilities using the transconductance(gm ) underestimates
the mobility, since gm is limited by the gate-voltage dependent contact resistance of
the Schottky barrier. Hence, it is important to first understand the contact properties
before extracting intrinsic properties of the channel. The temptation is to correlate
linear Ids

Vds in the low Vds region of the output characteristic with the presence of

“ohmic” contacts. However, linear, rather than exponential, Ids

Vds characteristics

are frequently found in ultra-thin body SB-MOSFETs as a consequence of substantial tunneling through the source and drain Schottky barriers. In the o↵-state of
the device, scattering in the channel is negligible and the shape of the characteristic is dictated mainly by the line-up of the metal Fermi-level with the bands of the
semiconductor in the channel. As we will describe in this work, the o↵-state transfer
characteristics provide a window into contact properties of SB-MOSFETs that cannot
be easily extracted otherwise.
Because of the wealth of material and interface properties that can be extracted
from the electrical characteristics of a SB-MOSFET, we recently discussed in a number
1

The threshold voltage for electron or hole injection (Vth,n , Vth,p ) is the gate voltage that determines
the transition between the FET o↵-state, where the current exponentially depends on gate voltage
and the on-state that frequently is characterized by a power law dependence of current Ids on Vgs .
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of independent publications how identifying the current at threshold , flatband, or at
the minimum current point of the Ids

Vgs characteristics can be used to determine

the band gap (Eg ) involved in current transport as well as the actual Schottky barrier
heights (

p
sb )

n
sb ,

for electron and hole injection, respectively [76,127]. In all of these

cases, we have used either the ratio of the current levels at di↵erent points in the
transfer curve or the actual values of the currents at individual points. One drawback
of this technique is the uncertainty associated with identifying these individual points
at which the current values need to be compared. Also depending on the exact nature
of the Ids

Vgs characteristics, the extraction method has to be modified. Ideally,

rather than evaluating distinct current levels of the device, the entire o↵-state device
characteristics should be described by our Schottky barrier model. Here we use for
the first time a full implementation of the previously only partly discussed analytical
SB-MOSFET model for ultra-thin body channel materials, describing the device o↵state as a function of both, gate and drain voltage coherently. In particular, it is
shown that the proposed analytical model can quantitatively explain SB-MOSFET
device characteristics with high accuracy for many low-dimensional channel materials
without the need to resort to developing new models every time a novel nano-material
is discovered.
In this article, we first describe the details of the Schottky barrier MOSFET model
and validate it by extracting the Schottky barrier heights for a silicon SB-MOSFET.
We then apply the model to a newly rediscovered 2D material - black phosphorus, to
extract critical material and interface properties.

5.2

Schottky barrier FET model
A Schottky barrier MOSFET consists of a semiconducting channel contacted by

metal-source/drain electrodes along with a gate terminal that modulates the potential
of the channel. The doped source / drain regions, which form a p-n junction with
the channel material, in conventional transistors are replaced with metal contacts.
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One consequence of this change in the structure of the device is that the n or pnature of the MOSFET is dictated by the line-up of the source/drain metal Fermilevel to the semiconductor bands rather than the doping type of the channel. One
may expect that a line-up of the metal Fermi-level close to the valence/conduction
band results in a unipolar p/n FET. However, the ultra-thin body nature of materials
typically used for SB-MOSFETs makes the characteristic length scale

[125,130] over

which band bending occurs at the metal-to-semiconductor interfaces rather small.
The , which defines the shape of bands at the metal-semiconductor interface, for
devices with bulk semiconductor channels is controlled by the doping level of the
channel. Increasing the doping of the semiconductor reduces the depletion width and
allows the electrons to tunnel through the barrier with a higher probability. In an
ultra-thin body device however, the body thickness is much less than the depletion
p
width. Hence, is now defined by the body thickness i.e. = (✏body /✏ox )tox tbody .
When the semiconductor channel thickness is only a few nanometers, the tunneling

probability through both electron and hole barriers becomes large and this gives rise
to ambipolar transfer characteristics. In the ideal limit of

! 0, the shape of the

transfer characteristic becomes independent of the line-up between the metal Fermilevel and the semiconductor bandgap. Evidence for the change in the -dependence
can be found in particular by comparing the scaling behavior of SB devices and
conventional devices and has been discussed by us for TMD FETs in the context of
the tbody -impact, i.e. TMD flake thickness. [131].
If we assume a metal line-up close to the valence band (

p
sb

= 0.3eV and

n
sb

=

0.7eV , see fig.5.1(b)-(i), the p-branch/hole-current of the transfer characteristics is
higher than the n-branch/electron current. An example of the expected Ids

Vgs at

room temperature for such a line-up is plotted using open black circles in fig.5.1(a)
. The total current Ids can be decomposed into two branches : Ihole (shown in blue
in fig.5.1(a)) and Ielectron (shown in red in fig.5.1(b)). Key points in the transfer characteristic have been labelled (i)-(iv) to highlight the di↵erent regions in each branch.
The Ihole branch can be broken up into two separate regions, the thermal region and
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the tunneling region, separated by a transition point called the flatband voltage. The
band diagram at flatband voltage(Vf b,S ) for Ihole is shown in fig.5.1(b)-(iii). As is
evident from fig.5.1(b)-(iii), at this gate voltage the bands on the semiconductor side
of the metal - source interface side are flat.
(1)Hole thermal region (Vgs > Vf b,S , fig.5.1(b)-(iv)) : In this region, Ihole is a
pure thermionic emission current over the barrier defined by the valence band in the
channel region. As the valence band in the channel is lowered by applying a higher
positive Vgs the barrier becomes larger and the current decreases exponentially. The
ideal inverse sub-threshold slope of the Ids Vgs in this region, when the interface trap
and depletion capacitances are both zero, is ⇡ 60mV/decade at room temperature.
(2)Hole tunneling region (Vgs < Vf b,S , fig.5.1(b)-(i)) : In this region, Ihole is a
combination of thermionic emission and tunneling currents. The barrier for thermal
emission of holes is now fixed at

p
sb

and the thermionic component no longer increases

exponentially with decreasing gate voltage. The tunneling component on the other
hand increases because the tunneling barrier becomes thinner as the gate voltage
is made more negative. The sum of these two components exhibits an inverse subthreshold slope defined by the tunneling probability. [125].
All of these features of a SB-MOSFET can be accurately captured in a simple
Landauer picture [132], because, scattering is not significant in the o↵-state. Instead,
the transmission, T (E), through the device is dominated by the Schottky barriers at
the source and drain [see appendix C]. Also, the channel potential can be modulated
linearly with gate voltage if we assume that the interface trap capacitance is approximately constant across the band gap. The current per unit width, Ids , through the
device can be written as

Ids

2q
=
h

ZEv

T (E)Mv (E)[f (E)

f (E

qVds )]dE

(5.1)

1

p ⇤
gv
where Mv (E) = ⇡h̄
2mh (Ev (Vgs )

E), where Ev > E, represents the number of

modes per unit width in the 2D channel, gv is the valley degeneracy and m⇤h is the hole
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e↵ective mass. T(E) is the net transmission through the source and drain Schottky
barriers and f is the Fermi-Dirac function. Vds is the drain-source voltage that drives
current flow in the device and Ev is the valence band edge in the gate-controlled2
channel region of the SB-MOSFET. In our model, we assumed the barriers to be
triangular in shape, with a base-width of (see fig.5.1(b)) at any gate voltage. We
then used a semi-classical WKB approximation to calculate the tunneling probability
(Ts and Td ) of the source and drain junctions separately.3 The transmission, T(E),
through the device was calculated as T =

Ts Td
1 Rs Rd

[133] where, Rs(d) = 1

Ts(d) . The

gate voltage moves the flat-portion of the channel region up/down and the shape of
the barrier at the source and drain changes accordingly(see fig.5.1(b)). Thus, the
applied gate voltage determines the channel potential which changes the available
modes M (Ev

E) in the channel and also the transmission through the source and

drain tunneling barriers.
For a triangular shaped barrier, the probability of tunneling through the forbidden region into the valence band is calculated using the semi-classical 1-D WKB
approximation as,

TW KB (E) = exp

✓

Zx0

xm

q
1
(E) =
2m⇤h (E
h̄

◆

(5.2a)

Ev (x))

(5.2b)

(E)dx

where xm (at the metal-semiconductor(M-S) junction) and x0 (x at which E = Ev )
are the positions of two classical turning points at energy E, Ev (x) is the position
dependent valence band energy maximum, m⇤h is the e↵ective mass of the valence band
and E is the energy of interest. At each gate voltage, the energy integral in equation
2

By the term gate controlled, we are referring to the flat portion of the channel. The entire region
in between the contacts is gated, but the band position in the flat region is not impacted by the
barrier height or the drain voltage under any gate and drain bias conditions.
3
For large Vds values, the field at the source and drain Schottky barriers is di↵erent. We still assume
that the voltage drop across the channel is negligible compared to the drop across the metal-tosemiconductor Schottky junctions.
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(5.1) was evaluated to calculate the current in the valence band. The Ids

Vgs for

the hole branch at a fixed negative Vds is plotted using a blue line in fig.5.1(a).
For a negative Vds voltage, electrons from the drain to the source through the
conduction band also contribute to the total current(as shown in fig.5.1(b) with red
arrows). The electron contributions to the total current can be analyzed in an identical fashion to the hole-current described above. The red line in fig.5.1(a) shows how
Ielectron varies with gate voltage. As discussed for Ihole , we can divide Ielectron into two
regions.The region between (i) and (ii) corresponds to the thermal branch and between
(ii) and (iv) corresponds to the tunneling branch. (ii) is the flatband voltage(Vf b,D )
for the electron branch. Because of the assumptions we have made about the voltage
drop being negligible in the channel, we can write Vf b,D

Vf b,S ⇡ Vds . The region

between (i) and (ii) exhibits a 60mV/dec inverse sub-threshold slope at room temperature. Similar to the hole branch the slope in the region between flatband and (iv)
is proportional to the tunneling probability. Note in particular that in the example
shown in fig.5.1, the hole current is independent of Vds , while the electron current
varies exponentially with drain voltage.
In summary, for the

n
sb

and

p
sb

values chosen here, in the total current, Ids , one

can identify the thermal branch of Ihole and the tunneling branches of Ielectron and
Ihole . The entire Ids
n
sb

and

p
sb

Vgs curve can be described by the Schottky barrier heights,

for a given geometric screening length ( ), Vds and e↵ective masses in

the conduction and valence band. The current level on the far p-side(region between
(i) to (iii)), is proportional to exp( q

p
sb /kB T ).

At the minimum current point, the

current for an asymmetric line-up described above is the sum of a thermionic emission
current through the valence band and the combination of thermionic and tunneling
current through the conduction band. The current level to the right of the minimum
point is approximately proportional to exp( q
height

n
sb ,

n
sb /kB T ).

In addition to the barrier

the current level is also impacted by the Vds value. The slope of the section

of the transfer curve to the right of the minimum point(see fig.5.1(a)) is a function of
the tunneling probability through the drain barrier.
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Fig. 5.1. (a) Plot of the calculated transfer characteristic of an SBMOSFET for Vds = 50mV with psb = 0.3, nsb = 0.7eV . The total
current, Ids (open circles) is the sum of Ielectron and Ihole , plotted in
red and blue respectively. Key Vgs points on the transfer curve are
labelled (i) - (iv), with the representative band diagrams drawn in
(b). (b) At each Vgs point labelled (i)-(iv), Ihole (blue arrows) and
Ielectron (red arrows) are each made up of either thermionic emission
current(thermal region) or a combination of tunneling current and
thermionic emission current(tunneling region). (ii) and (iii) are the
flat band voltages Vf b,D and Vf b,S , respectively.
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Given a measured Ids
the data using

n
sb

Vgs data set of a Schottky-barrier FET, we can fit to
p
sb

and

as input parameters to the SB-MOSFET model. Other

input parameters to the model include the geometric screening length , the e↵ective
mass and the applied Vds - all of which are typically known experimental/theoretical
parameters. The fit allows us to estimate the individual Schottky barrier heights and
the bandgap (Eg =

n
sb

+

p
sb )

from the o↵-state Ids

Vgs data i.e. any current data

between the threshold voltages of the device.
The threshold voltages (Vth,n and Vth,p ) are the gate voltages at which the tunneling
through the

p
sb

for holes and

n
sb

for electrons makes the barriers almost transparent.

Beyond threshold, the number of carriers injected into the channel becomes large
enough that to simulate the device behavior, one needs to solve the Poisson’s equation
self-consistently with an accurate transport model which includes scattering in the
channel. The o↵-state of the device is the gate voltage range between Vth,n and Vth,p
where transmission through the barriers is small. In this gate voltage range, one can
neglect scattering in the channel without making a significant error in the overall
estimated current value.
For an ultra-thin body device biased in the o↵-state, the semiconductor capacitance, CQ is ⇡ 0 and CD ⇡ 0. The body factor can be written as

= 1+Cit /Cox [134].

The presence of the interface trap capacitance makes the sub-threshold slope in a real
device deviate from its ideal slope. In order to fit the experimental data, we assume
that Cit is constant as mentioned before and simply rescale the Vgs -axis by . The
curves are also o↵set along the x-axis to account for Vth shifts from device to device which are a result of unintentional doping, surface-adsorption of charged species
and hysteresis in the measured transfer characteristics.

4

Using this approach, the

following sections focus on the validation of our model and the extraction of relevant material parameters.The re-scaling of the Vgs axis is the only additional fitting
parameter besides
4

n
sb

and

p
sb

and does not impact the extraction of

n
sb

and

p
sb .

All these e↵ects only result in a rigid x-shift of the transfer characteristic of a ultra-thin body
device.
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5.2.1

Validating the model

Because silicon is one of the most well understood semiconductors, we will use the
model described above to first fit the measured Ids

Vgs of an ultra thin body silicon

SB-MOSFET from Knoch et al [124]. The geometric screening length was calculated
from the device dimensions to be approximately 15nm. The e↵ective mass [135] for
electrons and holes was taken to be 0.2 and 0.35 5 . For

n
sb

= 0.7 and

p
sb

= 0.32, we

observe excellent agreement between our SB-MOSFET model and the experimental
data set (see fig.5.2) over the entire o↵-state. Note that the value of

n
sb

is slightly

larger than quoted by Knoch et al [124]. The validity of the SB-MOSFET model
is further demonstrated by fitting to experimental data for di↵erent Vds . Note that
the same parameters were used to fit transfer curves for all three Vds -values. The
calculated curve was truncated at a gate-voltage point where we believe that barriers
become transparent enough that one can no longer justify the o↵-state assumption.
As is evident from fig.5.2, increasing Vds to more negative values does not change
the hole current (before the threshold voltage is reached) but the electron current
increases exponentially.
In an electrostatically well-behaved device, applying a certain Vds does not change
the shape or height of the barrier at the source. Therefore, we do not expect to
observe an exponential change in the Ids . However, for SB-MOSFETs, the shape of
the barrier on the drain-side is impacted by the drain voltage. In our example in
fig.5.1, since Ielectron is the tunneling current through the drain-side electron Schottky
barrier, it is expected to increase exponentially if the tunneling probability through
this barrier increases. If we assume perfect gate control of the channel potential, Vds
drops entirely across the drain junction. This implies that our model cannot predict
any DIBL, since ideal electrostatics are assumed. The more negative the applied Vds ,
the thinner the barrier on the drain side becomes(inset in fig.5.2). Alternatively, one
5

The e↵ective mass used for holes is a combination of the light hole and heavy hole masses(0.16 and
0.49). Since the barrier for holes is much smaller than the barrier for electrons, the results of the fit
in fig.5.2 are not very strongly dependent on the exact value of the e↵ective mass used for tunneling.
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could say that, for negative Vds values, Vf b,D occurs earlier, at more negative Vgs values. This means that the current at point (iv) in fig.5.1(a) is expected to increase
with Vds .

Fig. 5.2. Transfer characteristic of a silicon SB-MOSFET with Lch =
2µm, tox = 3nm, tSi = 25nm from Knoch et al. [124]. Experimental
data are plotted in red, blue and green open circles. The fits to the
di↵erent Vds curves using our SB-MOSFET model are plotted using
solid lines of the corresponding color. The same psb and nsb where
used to fit all three Ids Vgs curves for di↵erent Vds values. The inset
shows the band bending situation for di↵erent Vds -voltages at a fixed
Vgs .

In summary, the o↵-state characteristics of an ultra-thin body silicon SB-MOSFET
are successfully described, without any fitting parameters, for a wide range of gate
and drain voltages within a straight forward analytical model. It is quite interesting
that a model which treats the SB-MOSFET as two “gateable” Schottky-barrier diodes
connected back-to-back, neglecting all inelastic scattering events in the channel, can
accurately describe the o↵-state current through the device. However, as evidenced
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by the quality of the fits to the experimental data, our SB-MOSFET model can not
only describe qualitatively the shape of the transfer characteristic, it can also quantitatively describe the Ids

Vgs in the o↵-state along with the Vds dependence for small

voltages. With this framework in place, we are in a position to evaluate the electrical
characteristics of newer low-dimensional materials.

5.3

Black phosphorus SB MOSFETs
Black phosphorus(BP) is a newly rediscovered, 2D-material with several unique

properties. It is a layered material with each layer consisting of phosphorus atoms
arranged in a puckered structure with strong in-plane anisotropic properties that
have sparked several ideas for thermoelectric [65, 136], optoelectronic [60, 137] and
spintronic devices [138]. Its high mobility and moderate bandgap(in the bulk form)
also makes it attractive for RF applications [59, 139, 140]. Several DFT calculations
have pointed out the fact that the band gap is a strong function of layer number
but the predicted band gap varies depending on the functional used for the DFT
calculations. In this section, we have used our SB-MOSFET model to extract band
gap and Schottky barrier information from measured data of BP SB-MOSFETs of
di↵erent body thicknesses.
BP thin-films were isolated from a bulk piece of single-crystal black phosphorus
purchased from smart elements (purity 99.998%) using mechanical exfoliation and
transferred onto a 20nm thermally grown SiO 2 on highly doped silicon. Standard
electron beam lithography was used to pattern permalloy (Ni81 Fe19 ) source-drain
contacts on BP thin-films of di↵erent thicknesses. Care was taken to ensure that
the substrate with the BP flakes was immediately coated with resist and processed
within a few hours and loaded into a vacuum chamber to prevent any degradation
of the BP flakes. [141, 142] The electrical measurements of the devices were carried
out in a vacuum chamber at a pressure of ⇡5e-5 Torr. Using the same approach,
some SB-MOSFET devices were also made with palladium contacts for comparison.
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After the electrical measurements, the flake thickness of the devices was measured
using an Atomic Force Microscope(AFM) operated in the tapping mode. When the
height of a flake is measured with respect to the substrate using tapping mode AFM,
it has been reported [143] that the thickness variations of the order of 0.5nm-1nm
are common. Also, since the AFM scan was recorded after the entire fabrication and
measurement, additional adsorbates may be present on the surface of the BP-flake.
Taking into account these uncertainties in the thickness measurements, a generous
error bar of 1nm is assumed.
Fig.5.3(d) shows representative output characteristics of one of our BP devices.
The high hole on-current (maximum measured current) in the range of several hundreds of µA/µm suggests that the permalloy Fermi-level lines up close to the valence
band edge of BP. The actual values of the on-currents are expected to be a strong
function of layer thickness due to an interplay of scattering from the substrate and
the interlayer resistance [76]. Note that the apparent linear Ids

Vds for small Vds

is NOT evidence of the absence of Schottky barriers.The sub-threshold slopes and
the threshold voltages are subject to device-to-device variations. The source of these
variations is still an active area of research for CNTs and other low dimensional channel materials [144, 145]. For this reason, the curves in fig.5.3(c) are o↵set along the
x-axis to allow for a comparison of device characteristics for di↵erent tbody . From
fig.5.3(c), it is apparent that there is a trend in the minimum current for di↵erent
body thicknesses i.e. Imin (see fig.5.1) is increasing with increasing body thickness.
As will be discussed below, this trend is mainly a result of the changing band gap
and Schottky barrier heights as a function of BP body thickness.
Next, we use our SB-MOSFET model described above to extract the Schottky
barrier heights,

n
sb

and

p
sb ,

for the permalloy and palladium contacted BP SB-

MOSFETs. The Schottky barrier height extracted from the permalloy devices for different layer thicknesses can guide more detailed experiments that probe spin-injection
and transport in black-phosphorus. In addition, the sum of
determine the bandgap of BP at di↵erent body thicknesses.

n
sb

and

p
sb

allows us to
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Fig. 5.3. (a) False colored SEM image of a black phosphorus(BP)
SB-MOSFET with permalloy contacts. All devices were fabricated
in a back-gated geometry with thermally grown 20nm thick SiO2 as
the gate oxide.(b) Representative AFM image of a BP flake and a
line-scan used to determine the flake thickness (c) Transfer characteristics at Vds = 50mV for SB-MOSFETs with permalloy contacts
on BP for di↵erent flake thicknesses(tbody ). Note that device-to-device
variations occasionally result in “outlier” devices which are included
in our analysis.(see also fig.5.4(b) & 5.4(c)). (d) Room temperature
output characteristic of a 8nm thick BP SB-MOSFET with permalloy
contacts.

5.4

Results and discussion
For the analysis of the permalloy and palladium contacted BP SB-MOSFET data,

the voltage axis of the transfer characteristics of the BP SB-MOSFETs was re-scaled
by a constant factor as described for the silicon SB-MOSFET case. The data was then
fit using the model to extract

n
sb

and

p
sb

separately for permalloy and palladium

contacts. The fits for a few selected flake thicknesses are shown in fig.5.4(a). The
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only other input parameters to the model were the e↵ective masses, m⇤e = 0.15 and
m⇤h = 0.14, from literature [146].

p
sb

and

n
sb

were the only two free parameters used

to fit to the experimental data. For this simulation the characteristic length scale
p
was assumed to be ⇡ tox tbody [127]. The extracted barrier heights for permalloy(blue
and red open circles) and palladium (blue and red filled triangles) are plotted in
fig.5.4(b). Similar to other reports [147–149] in literature for metal contacts to BP,
we find that the Fermi-level of the metal is pinned close to the valence band of
BP irrespective of whether palladium or permalloy is used as the contact metal. Our
results show in particular that, in terms of Schottky barrier height, permalloy behaves
rather similar to palladium, a large work function metal.
Using our model we extract, in particular, a barrier height of ⇡ 120meV for a
12nm thick flake with permalloy contacts. This value is in agreement with the 110
meV barrier height measured by Anugrah et al [150] using the standard Arrhenius
technique [76, 151]. Because our SB-MOSFET model allows easy access to Schottky
barrier heights, we are able to analyze how the barrier height changes for the di↵erent
body thicknesses without having to perform low-temperature measurements for each
device. It is also worth noting that the standard Arrhenius technique can be used
to measure only one of the Schottky barrier heights, while our SB-MOSFET model
provides both the electron and hole Schottky barrier heights from a single data set.
The reader might wonder at this point why the above analysis did not take into
account the anisotropic transport conditions in BP since it is a well known fact that
the band structure of BP is a strong function of layer thickness and crystallographic
direction [146]. In particular, the e↵ective mass in the zigzag direction is heavier
by a factor of 6-8 when compared to the armchair direction. Moreover, the band
structure also changes as a function of layer thickness. Please note in this context
that all the data analyzed in this study were obtained from BP flakes thicker than
4nm and that DFT simulations [146, 152] show that the e↵ective masses, of both
electrons and holes, do not change significantly as the number of layers increases
beyond 2-3. Regarding the anisotropic transport in BP, our wide channels are key
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to understanding the use of low e↵ective masses for electrons and holes. For a wide
device, charged carriers impinging on the metal-to-semiconductor interface with a
random distribution of momenta will be preferably transmitted for small e↵ective
masses since the current will flow along the least resistive path from the contacts into
the channel. Thus, it is expected that the lower of the two (armchair and zigzag)
e↵ective masses dominates the tunneling process. Moreover, the Schottky barrier
height extracted from our model is rather robust to uncertainty in the e↵ective mass
value as discussed in appendix C.
For a device with the same contact metal at the drain and the source, we can
sum

p
sb

and

n
sb

in fig.5.4(b) to estimate the band gap for each flake thickness.

The extracted band gap vs. flake thickness(filled circles and triangles) is plotted
in fig.5.4(c). The band gap decreases with increasing flake thickness which is in
qualitative agreement with DFT calculations in literature [146]. First reports of
DFT calculations of monolayer black phosphorus within the PBE, HSE functionals
predicted a band gap (⇡ 0.9 -1.5 eV for monolayer BP) [146, 155]. On the other
hand, for 4nm thick flakes we extract a bandgap of Eg ⇡0.95eV, suggesting that the
monolayer band gap should be much higher than the aforementioned DFT values.
Tran et al. [152] showed that the GW-DFT calculations results in a band gap of around
2eV for monolayer black phosphorus. The rather large self-energy correction, which
led Tran et al. to conclude that the band gap is higher than the first DFT calculations,
is expected to be especially important for BP due to the quasi-1D nature of the bands
which is a result of the strong anisotropy in the BP band structure [147, 148]. The
red dashed line(fig.5.4(c)) is a power law fit of the bandgap vs. flake thickness from
Tran’s DFT calculations. The bandgap for a monolayer black phosphorus was also
experimentally determined ([A] in fig.5.4(c)) by Liang et al [153] using a Scanning
Tunneling Microscope(STM). Moreover, photoluminescence measurements(PL) [154]
performed on 1.6nm thick black phosphorus flakes showed a peak of at ⇡ 1.6eV([B]
in fig.5.4(c)). In general, PL measurements measure an optical gap that is expected
to be lower than the band gap by the exciton binding energy, which can be significant
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Fig. 5.4. (a) Plots showing fits to the experimental data(open circles) using our SB-MOSFET model. The x-axis of the experimental
Ids Vgs data was rescaled to account for the e↵ect of Cit as discussed in the text. (b) The extracted Schottky barriers for di↵erent
flake thicknesses of BP. Open circles (blue and red) represent SBMOSFETs with permalloy contacts. Filled triangles(blue and red)
represent SB-MOSFETs with palladium contacts. The y-error bar
captures the uncertainty in the measured transfer characteristic of a
single device due to commonly observed hysteresis e↵ects, charging
of the substrate etc. It also captures the uncertainty associated with
the fit. The x-error bar captures the error in the AFM thickness measurement(see text)(c) Plot of band gap vs flake thickness. Eg was
calculated as the sum of the electron and hole Schottky barriers from
(b). Our data is in excellent agreement with a power law fit from DFT
simulations reported by Tran et al [152]. Green squares [A] [153] and
[B] [154] are experimental data from the literature.
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in low-dimensional systems. This implies that the data point [B] underestimates the
transport gap in an intrinsic BP-flake, in line with the expectation that the true band
gap of thin BP flakes is larger than initially predicted by earlier DFT calculations.

6

Note that in both of these reports, [153, 154] the exfoliation and transfer of black
phosphorus flakes was performed in an inert environment. Fig.5.3(c) also contains
the “outlier” data mentioned before. For example, one can see that the minimum
current for this 8nm device is higher than for the 9nm device. Fig.5.4(b) and (c) also
reveal that the spread in the extracted

p
sb ,

n
sb

and Eg at a particular flake thickness

is larger than the individual y-error bar for each data point. The accuracy of the
extracted value of the Schottky barriers and the band gap at a given flake thickness
is limited by the device-to-device variations in the fabricated SB-MOSFETs rather
than the model itself.
The extracted band gaps presented in this work span a flake thickness range of
4nm-12nm and are a strong validation of the power-law fit from DFT calculations
by Tran et al [152]. However for the same layer thicknesses, Das et al [149] reported
smaller band gaps (⇡ 0.55 eV for a 4nm thick flake ) than those predicted by our
work as well as other experimental results([A] and [B]) plotted in fig.5.4(c). Likely,
our more complete approach that describes the transfer curve over the entire o↵-state
rather than exploiting individual current-levels is responsible for the more accurate
data analysis presented here.
In all of the above device characteristics, barriers larger than 3-4kB T and -values
above 10nm determined the injection properties. When analyzing transfer characteristics of a SB-MOSFET where the Schottky barriers are transparent, the kink that we
observe at VF B when transitioning form the thermal to the tunneling branch becomes
less apparent, making it challenging to interpret the data unambiguously.
6

Our claim that the optical gap in BP is lower than the electrical band gap by the excitonic binding
energy assumes that our material is intrinsic. In the presence of additional impurities (donor and
acceptor levels), other e↵ects may even result in an over-estimation of the band gap measured using
PL. At this stage, there are no detailed reports about such e↵ects in BP.
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5.5

Extending the model
Lastly, we would like to provide the reader with an important modification of the

above model that becomes relevant for the extraction of Schottky barriers for tall,
asymmetric Fermi-level line-ups. The fact that thin layers of black phosphorus are
susceptible to degradation in ambient atmosphere [141,142] has made electrical characterization of mono-,bi- and other ultra-thin layers extremely challenging. For these
flake thicknesses, the Schottky barrier height is expected to increase if the trends in
fig.5.4(c) can be extrapolated to thin flakes. We believe that the tunneling probability
through these tall barriers is likely underestimated by the WKB approximation which
makes use of a single e↵ective mass through the whole band gap. To model the drain
current in an ultra thin body SB-FET using the Landauer approach, until now we
have employed the semi-classical WKB approximation for a triangular barrier. The
mass used to calculate the tunneling probability is just the e↵ective mass of the electron(hole) for tunneling into the conduction(valence) band (equation (5.2b)). (E)(
is the imaginary part of the wave vector k) for a parabolic band for an energy E in
the bandgap is plotted in fig5.5(a)(black line) for a semiconductor with Eg=1.5eV
and m⇤e = 0.15 and m⇤h = 0.14.
For an accurate description of tunneling through the forbidden region, one needs
to consider the complex band structure which in general involves both conduction
and valence branches in the complex plane [156–158]. This is routinely done in bandto-band tunneling and leads to a “reduced e↵ective mass” under the assumption that
both conduction and valence bands are parabolic. However, close to the branching
point(Eb ) the bands are elliptic in shape and this can lead to a further increase in
the tunneling probability. Guan et al. [158] made the observation that the elliptic
nature of the complex bandstructure can be analytically approximated for common
semiconductors, especially for direct semiconductors, in a straightforward manner.
This analytical approximation of (E) from Guan et al [158] is plotted (red and
blue) in fig.5.5(a). Close to the conduction(valence) band edge, the parabolic (E)
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Fig. 5.5. (a) Complex band structure (E) for Ev < E < Ec . The
parabolic approximation is valid only close to the band edges. The
elliptic (E) is parabolic near the band edges with the e↵ective ⇤mass of
e
the corresponding band. Near the branching point Eb = Eg m⇤m+m
⇤ , the
e
h
complex band becomes non-parabolic. (b) Band bending situation for
a triangular barrier at a metal - semiconductor junction. The blue and
red lines are stitched together according to the elliptic approximation
in fig(a). The open circle depicts the position of the branching point
in the E  plane. The position of Eb in the E x plane is shown using
a dashed line. (c) Simulated Ids V gs curve for elliptic and parabolic
(E) for specific metal line-up. For tall Schottky barriers, the more
commonly employed parabolic (E) can severely underestimate the
tunneling current.

with appropriate e↵ective mass is an accurate description of the complex bands.7
Therefore, for energies close to the band edges (like the cases considered so far) the
tunneling probability can be captured accurately using the parabolic approximation.
Close to the branching point Eb however, the non-parabolicity of the bands becomes
7

The implicit assumption in using the elliptic (E) is that the complex band structure of the
semiconductor is not impacted by the presence of the metal at the interface. Also, we are dealing
with a direct band-gap semiconductor where the conservation of the real part of k is already satisfied
and the complex band structure can be approximated at the point in the Brillouin zone.
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important and the tunneling probability is underestimated by the parabolic (E)
because the action-integral overestimates the area bounded by (E) and the energy
axis if the parabolic approximation is used (see fig.5.5(a)). In the case of a triangular
barrier at the metal-semiconductor junction(refer fig.5.5(b)), for energy E1 , where the
tunneling trajectory is close to the conduction band edge, the tunneling probability
calculated from the elliptic and parabolic (E) are identical. However, for E2 , the
electron path is close to the branching point (Eb (x)) for a significant portion of the
tunneling process. This is approximately the scenario for thin BP flakes where the
tunneling barrier on the n-side is larger than 1eV. Using the elliptical (E) in our
SB-MOSFET model, we calculate the Ids
1.5 eV,

p
sb

Vgs at Vds =

0.5V for a band gap of

= 1.2eV , m⇤h = 0.14 and m⇤e = 0.15. The comparison between the

parabolic and elliptical (E) are plotted in fig.5.5(c). As expected, the tunneling
branch for the holes is not impacted since

p
sb

is small. The biggest change is seen in

the tunneling branch of the electron current. In other words, if one would analyze the
minimum current level Imin using a simple parabolic (E) WKB approximation, one
would extract a much smaller band gap since Imin is severely underestimated. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first time that the non-parabolicity of the complex
bands has been applied to Schottky barriers and discussed in the context of device
applications.

5.6

Conclusion
In conclusion, a novel general analytic model that quantitatively describes the

o↵-state transfer characteristics of SB-MOSFETs using Landauer’s formalism has
been proposed, validated, and used to extract critical properties of multi-layer black
phosphorus devices. Through a detailed comparison of experimental gate and drain
voltage dependent data of an ultra-thin body silicon FET with the model, it is shown
that, with the Schottky barrier heights for electron and hole injection as the only
free parameters, excellent agreement between our analytical description and the mea-
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surement can be achieved. Moreover, applying our approach to extract the Schottky
barrier heights for multi-layer black phosphorus devices and evaluating the corresponding dependence of band gap energy on flake thickness confirmed predictions
from DFT calculations which include self-energy corrections as a critical distinguishing part. Last, as an extension of the simple model, we also proposed the use of
elliptic complex bands for calculating tunneling currents through tall Schottky barriers, an aspect that to the best of our knowledge has not been considered previously.
Based on our detailed analysis we expect that the analytical model presented here is
applicable to a wide range of 2D materials making it a useful tool to gather critical
insights into the properties of novel nano-materials and a platform for future compact
modeling e↵orts.
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6. SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In summary, this work has taken important steps towards the realization of a prototype spin-logic device. As was argued in the introduction, such a spin-logic device
can function as a building block for neuromorphic computing. The individual modules of a CSL device – a GSHE write-unit, an MTJ and read-write coupling – were
demonstrated.
In the initial proposal of the CSL device, a perfect coupling between the readand write-magnets was assumed. In this work, we demonstrated through experiments that the coupling between two in-plane nanomagnets, which looks to be weak
at first-glance, is actually strong enough to ensure an anti-parallel alignment of their
magnetizations even when they are separated by 15nm. Using micromagnetic modeling, we were able to attribute the strength of the coupling to the presence of strayfields along the in-plane hard axis of the magnets. We also proposed a scaling strategy
to preserve the strength of the dipolar coupling for ultra-thin magnets.
In chapter 4, we explored the injection of spin current from a GSHE metal into
a non-magnetic interlayer. We were able to show that spin-current injected into the
Cu interlayer di↵uses towards the magnetic layer and switches its magnetization.
The purpose of these investigations was to increase the spin-current absorbed by the
magnet per unit charge-current flowing into the write-unit. A new variant of the CSL
device structure that makes use of insulating magnetic materials, such as YIG and
NiO, to achieve read-write isolation was proposed. Further experiments are being
pursued to test if this change preserves the gain of the switch.
The integration of the individual modules to build a CSL device was also initiated. The engineering of the fixed magnet(Mf ix ) with minimal stray-field (so that the
dipolar coupling between the read and write-units is not disturbed) is being pursued
in collaboration with other members of the INDEX program. The mask-sets, fabri-
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cation recipes, and electrical and material characterization techniques created for the
individual modules are currently being used in the integration e↵ort.
Lastly, we showed that current flow in the o↵-state of 2D-material SB MOSFETs
can be quantitatively described by a simple landauer-based model. This model was
used to extract the schottky-barrier height at a black phosphorus – metal interface
from experimental data gathered by electrical characterization of back-gated FETs.
Using the extracted electron and hole barrier heights for di↵erent flake thicknesses,
we were able to generate a data set of band-gap vs. flake-thickness which agrees
extremely well with GW-DFT calculations in literature. Black phosphorus is currently
being explored as a promising candidate for tunnel-FET applications due to its low
tunneling mass.
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A. FABRICATION RECIPES
In the following sections, di↵erent recipes that were used in fabricating the devices
in this thesis are described in detail. In each project, these recipes were strung
together, with minor modifications depending on the material and device needs, into
a fabrication flow.The fabrication flow for the experiments in each chapter has been
described in appendix B.

A.1

Lift-o↵ using bi-layer PMMA

Lift-o↵ is a standard process used to pattern evaporated thin-films during the
fabrication flow. The steps to carry out a lift-o↵ process are described below. The
use of bi-layer resist (with the lower molecular weight at the bottom) produces a
pronounced under-cut in the resist profile. This reduces the chance of having burrs
at the edges of the metal patterns.

(a)

(b)

Fig. A.1. SEM images of metal features patterned using (a) single
layer of PMMA for lift-o↵ (b) bi-layer 495-950 PMMA for lift-o↵

1. Clean the sample using a standard solvent clean process before lift-o↵.
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• Soak the sample in acetone and ultra-sonicate for 5mins.
• Remove sample form the acetone and soak in iso-propyl alcohol(IPA). Ultrasonicate for 5mins.
• Remove sample from the IPA and blow dry using the nitrogen gun.
2. Spin-coat PMMA A4 495 on the sample and bake the resist to remove solvent.
• Spin-speed : 4000rpm
• Duration : 40secs
• Mark corner to keep track of orientation1
• Bake : 180 C on hotplate for 2mins
3. Let the sample cool for 5mins. Spin-coat PMMA A4 950 on the sample and
bake the resist to remove solvent.
• Spin-speed : 4000rpm
• Duration : 40secs
• Mark corner to keep track of orientation
• Bake : 180 C on hotplate for 2mins
4. Expose the resist in the Raith. Use a dose-test pattern to figure out the optimum
dose for your pattern, metal and substrate.
5. Develop the sample in 3:1 volume mixture of IPA:DI water for 1min 20secs. Soak
in IPA for 10secs to stop development. Gently blow-dry the sample using the
nitrogen gun. Inspect the sample under the optical microscope.
6. Deposit material in one of the evaporators. For a bilayer resist mask, up to
100nm of metal should be easy to lift-o↵ cleanly without any burrs. If thicker
metal needs to be lifted-o↵ consider using thicker resists. PMMA A10, for example can easily lift-o↵ 300nm of metal. This is useful when creating contact-pads
for wire-bonding. Increasing thickness however, decreases the resolution of the
resist.
1

Typically, I remove resist from one of the corners using a cue-tip soaked in acetone.
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7. Heat acetone to 70 C and soak sample for 3-4 hours. The soak time depends on
the metal, pattern and the profile of the resist mask.
8. Keeping the sample in the acetone beaker/petri-dish spray acetone using a squirt
bottle. Most of the metal should peel o↵ with the resist. If this does not get rid
of the metal, ultrasonication may be used if it is compatible with the process.
Patterns may peel o↵ if the adhesion is not good.
9. Once the sample looks clean, transfer the sample to a beaker with IPA. Soak for
5mins. Remove sample from beaker and blow dry.

A.2

Etching using HSQ-PMMA mask

Most of the materials used to build magnetic tunnel junctions (CoFeB, Permalloy,
MgO) do not have straightforward dry- etch recipes. So, patterning magnetic thinfilms requires the use of physical sputtering with the plasma of an inert gas like argon
while protecting parts of the thin-film with a resist mask. PMMA tends to harden
under the impact of Argon plasma making it extremely hard to remove after etching.
Hydrogen silisoquioxane (HSQ), a negative e-beam resist, is a better hard-mask during
the dry etching process, but it can be removed only by a Bu↵ered-Oxide-Etch (BOE).
A BOE wet etch damages the SiO2 substrate as well as most metals, making HSQ
a bad choice for an etch mask. The HSQ + PMMA bi-layer mask combines the
best features of both resists. The steps to create the HSQ + PMMA etch mask are
described below.
1. Clean the sample using a standard solvent-clean process before lift-o↵.
• Soak the sample in acetone and ultra-sonicate for 5mins.
• Remove sample form the acetone and soak in iso-propyl alcohol(IPA). Ultrasonicate for 5mins.
• Remove sample from the IPA and blow dry using the nitrogen gun.
2. Spin-coat PMMA A4 950 on the sample and bake the resist to remove solvent.
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e-beam

O2 plasma etch

Argon plasma

HSQ
PMMA
SiO2

SiO2

SiO2

(a)

(b)

(c)

PMMA removal

Patterned sample

SiO2

SiO2

(d)

(e)

Fig. A.2. Using HSQ-PMMA bilayer resist as an etch mask : (a) Electron beam lithography (b) Oxygen plasma etch to pattern PMMA. (c)
Argon plasma etch (d) stripping the etch mask (e) patterned sample

• Spin-speed : 4000rpm
• Duration : 40secs
• Bake : 180 C on hotplate for 2mins
3. Let the sample cool for 5mins. HSQ is stored in teflon bottles in a refrigerator
to extend its shelf-life. Before spin-coating, allow the HSQ to warm-up to room
temperature. Spin-coat HSQ on the sample and bake the resist to remove solvent. HSQ should be dispensed onto the sample using a plastic pipette as HSQ
is not compatible with glass-ware.
• Spin-speed2 : 2000rpm
• Duration : 60secs
2

spin speed is chosen based on thickness of HSQ needed to protect the PMMA for the entire etch
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• Bake : 180 C on hotplate for 3mins
4. Expose the regions that need to be protected from dry-etching. Develop the
HSQ in MF-319 for 2mins and rinse under dripping DI water.
5. Stick the sample to a 6” Silicon wafer using crystal bond. Using the Panasonic
RIE tool, etch the PMMA using O2 plasma. The parameters for the etching
step are
• Pressure : 1Pa
• O2 flow rate : 20 sccm
• RF bias power : 50 W
• RF source power : 50 W
• time :

1min 30secs

The etch time should be optimized during the recipe development to ensure that
the surface exposed after the PMMA etching is smooth and residue free. This
completes the patterning of the “easy-to-remove” etch mask.
6. With the etch mask in place, etch the material using Argon plasma. The parameters for the etching are
• Pressure : 0.3 Pa
• Ar flow rate : 20 sccm
• RF bias power : 100 W
• RF source power : 100 W
• time : vary based on desired etch depth. Since the etching involves pure
physical sputtering, the only way to control the etch depth is to time the
etch. A careful calibration is needed for every new wafer-stack. It may be
necessary to re-calibrate often depending on the chamber cleanliness.
7. The last step of the process is to remove the HSQ-PMMA etch-mask. Soak
sample in hot acetone/PG remover at 70 C for two hours. Usually the soak
alone does not strip-o↵ the etch mask for sub-500nm features. For these features,
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ultrasonication is needed. Repeat the soak and ultrasonication until all the
features lift-o↵. In some cases, using omni-coat under the PMMA makes the
removal of the etch mask easier. If omni-coat is used, the O2 plasma etching
time needs to be adjusted to etch the extra layer.

(a)

200nm

etched area

protected
area

(b)

200nm

Hardened
PMMA

Fig. A.3. SEM images of features etched using HSQ-PMMA bi-layer
resist. (a) Example of a clean lift-o↵ (b) Hardened PMMA at the
edge of the feature.

A.3

Self-aligned process for making MTJs

This process was used for making Magnetic tunnel junctions in this thesis. The
process uses all the steps listed in the previous section. Follow steps 1-6 of the previous
section to pattern the HSQ+PMMA etch mask and etch the metal stack. Then use
the steps listed below to make a self-aligned top contact to the pillar.
1. The dry-etching re-deposits etched material on the side-walls of the features.
This can cause problems when working with an insulating spacer. The redeposited material “shorts” the insulating spacer, shunting current away from
the MgO and limiting the magnetoresistance of the MTJ.

3

2. Evaporate a thick layer of SiO2 using the Leybold system. The thickness of
the SiO2 is chosen so that the entire side-wall of the MTJ is covered while still
3

It is advisable to use a side-wall removal step using a plasma that is almost perpendicularly directed
at the side-walls. At the time of writing of this thesis, the only method available in Birck is the
Argon sputtering gun in the PVD 1 chamber.
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e-beam

HSQ
PMMA
MTJ

(a)

(b)

SiO2

Bottom
contact

(f)

SiO2

(c)

SiO2

SiO2

(e)

SiO2

(d)

SiO2

Fig. A.4. Self-aligned process for making MTJs. (a) ! (b): Patterning HSQ-PMMA mask. (b) ! (c): etch the MTJ layers using argon
plasma. (c) ! (d): Evaporate SiO2 isolation layer. (d) ! (e): Lift-o↵
in PG remover. (e) ! (f): Pattern top metal contact using lift-o↵

leaving part of the PMMA (a height of ⇡ 50-100nm) exposed. The minimum
thickness is dictated by the leakage current through the isolation oxide.
3. Soak the sample in PG remover at 70 C for a few hours. Aggressive ultrasonication is needed to remove the SiO2 + HSQ + PMMA layer above the MTJ. Use
AFM and inspect under an optical microscope to check if a self-aligned trench
is created in the SiO2 layer.
4. Pattern a layer of ebeam/photoresist and create a top contact using lift-o↵.
Deposit enough metal to form a continuous metal film into and out of the trench.
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SiO2 isolation layer

Trench

Top surface of MTJ

Fig. A.5. AFM image of the self-aligned trench after the lift-o↵ step
along with the measured height profile.

A.4

Photolithography – Lift-o↵ using AZ1518

When patterning large features it is quicker to use optical lithography. The process
flow is very similar to the one described in section A.1.
1. Clean the sample using a standard solvent clean process before lift-o↵.
• Soak the sample in acetone and ultra-sonicate for 5mins.
• Remove sample form the acetone and soak in iso-propyl alcohol(IPA). Ultrasonicate for 5mins.
• Remove sample form the IPA and blow dry using the nitrogen gun.
2. Spin-coat HMDS on the sample and then coat AZ1518. Bake the sample to
remove the solvent in the resist. HMDS and AZ1518 are coated with the sample
spin speed and duration.
• Spin-speed : 4000rpm
• Duration : 40secs
• Clean the edges of the sample with a cue-tip dipped in acetone to remove
the extra resist that accumulates on the edges.
• Soft-Bake : 100 C on hotplate for 1min.
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This produces approximately 1.8µm thick resist on the surface of the sample.
Let sample cool before proceeding to next step. The sample must not be exposed
to white light since the resist is photo-sensitive.
3. Load the photo-mask on the mask holder of the MJB-3 contact aligner. The
chrome side of the mask should be in contact with the sample during exposure
to UV-light to produce sharp features in resist. Adjust the stage height so that
the sample will be in contact with the mask when the machine is in contact
mode4 . Align the sample to the photomask (if necessary) and bring the sample
into hard-contact with the mask. Dial in the duration of the exposure and press
the exposure button.
4. The profile of the resist is critical for the lifting-o↵ thick metal films. Soak the
sample in chlorobenzene for 7 mins. Rinse thoroughly with DI water. This step
can be skipped for thin metal stacks.
5. Develop the sample in MF26A developer. Gently agitate the developer when
the sample is immersed. This helps remove developed resist from the surface of
the sample. Rinse in DI water.
6. Inspect the sample under an optical microscope to make sure that the features
are completely developed. Over-development results in rounded corners. If the
resist profile is not abrupt this may be a sign that the sample was not in hard
contact with the mask.
7. Make sure that the exposed resist is completely washed o↵ by the developer.
At this stage a short de-scum using the Branson asher may be added. Typical
parameters for the asher step are:
• Argon flow rate : 120sccm
• Oxygen flow rate : 12sccm
• Power : 100W

4

• Pressure : ⇡ 1.4Torr

use hard contact mode
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• time : 30secs
8. Deposit metal and soak sample in acetone for 3-4 hours. If the metal is completely lifted-o↵ after 3-4 hours spray acetone using the squirt bottle or a spray
gun without letting the sample dry. Clean sample with IPA and blow dry using
nitrogen.

A.5

Photolithography – AZ1518 as the etch-mask

Instead of using the HSQ-PMMA stack as an etch mask it is more practical sometimes to use AZ1518 as an etch mask. Since AZ1518 is hard to remove after it is
exposed to argon plasma an omni-coat layer is used to guarantee a clean removal of
the resist after the etching step.
1. Spin-coat a thin layer of Omnicoat using the following parameters:
• spin-speed : 2500rpm
• duration : 30secs
• Bake at 200 C on hotplate for 2mins.
2. Coat HMDS+AZ1518 and pattern the resist using the procedure mentioned in
section A.4
3. After the development of AZ1518 hard bake the sample for 15mins at 120 C in
the oven. The hard bake improves the etch resistance of the AZ1518 mask.
4. To remove the Omnicoat layer soak the sample in MF319 and gently agitate for
30secs. Rinse with DI water for 2mins. Note that a long soak in the developer
may remove fine features if the undercut in the omnicoat exceeds their lateral
dimensions.
5. Perform a short descum to remove any resist residuals in the exposed areas.
6. Etch the sample using Argon plasma in the Panasonic RIE tool.
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7. To remove the etch mask soak the sample in PG remover at 70 C for 1hour
30mins. Ultrasonicate to finish the lift-o↵ process. Clean sample in IPA and
blow dry using nitrogen.
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B. FABRICATION FLOW & MEASUREMENT DETAILS
The fabrication flow and measurement details of each chapter are included in this
appendix. Wherever necessary, a reference to a section in appendix A has been
included.

B.1

Giant spin-Hall e↵ect switching of nanomagnet

This section describes the fabrication flow and the measurement set-up for the
work described in chapter 2. The fabrication details for each step are provided in
appendix A.

B.1.1

Fabrication of giant-spin Hall e↵ect based write-unit

SiO2 substrate | Ta (17nm) | CoFeB (2nm) | MgO (0.5nm) | CoFeB (4nm) | Ru +
Ta (14nm) stack was deposited at CNSE in SUNY Albany on 300mm wafers in the
Singulus tool. The wafer was broken into approximately 40mm x 40mm pieces.
1. Alignment mark definition (section A.4) : Using a 4” x 4” photomask and
AZ1518 photoresist, alignment marks were patterned onto the substrate. The
metal stack used for the alignment marks was Ti (10nm) | Au (120nm) | Ti (
10nm) | SiO2 (100nm). the SiO2 layer serves as a mask to prevent the gold from
getting etched in subsequent dry etching steps.1

2. After lift-o↵, the sample was diced into individual dies using the DISCOdad
tool. During the dicing the sample was coated with AZ1518 to protect it from
dicing residue, fragments. All processing beyond this step was carried out on
individual dies. The sample was cleaned thoroughly.
1

Also, Au is not allowed in the panasonic DRIE tool
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3. Channel definition (section A.5) : AZ1518 was spin-coated on the sample. Alignment mark features on the sample were aligned to the channel definition mask
and the pattern was transferred to the resist on the sample. The metal stack in
the field-area was etched using Argon plasma in the Panasonic DRIE tool. The
etching time needed to etch through the whole stack was 8min 30secs. Sample
was cleaned using using acetone.
4. MTJ-patterning (section A.3) : An elliptically shaped HSQ-PMMA mask was
patterned in the center of the channel region. An etching time of approximately
4mins 30 secs was used to etch up to the Tantalum GSHE-layer. 90 nm of SiO2
was deposited on the sample in the Leybold electron beam evaporator. Lift-o↵
was completed using PG remover soak at 70 C.
5. Top contact formation (section A.4) : Using PMMA A10, 120nm thick gold was
lifted-o↵ to make a top contact to the MTJ.
top
contact
bottom
contact

bottom
contact

MTJ

(a)

(d)
SiO2

(b)

SiO2

(c)
SiO2

SiO2

Fig. B.1. Schematic illustrating the process-flow for fabricating devices described in chapter 2
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B.1.2

Measurement set-up

The set-up for the electrical measurements reported in chapter 2 is described in
this section. All measurements were performed in the “in-plane field probestation”
at room temperature. The measurement itself can be thought of as being composed
of • a read operation that uses the lock-in(SR830) to measure the di↵erential resistance of the MTJ. The a.c. sense current for the measurement is generated by
putting 1M⌦ resistor in series with the voltage generated by the lock-in amplifier.
The resulting a.c. voltage is fed into the input ports of the lock-in(A,B).
• a write operation that applies a 5ms wide current pulse through the tantalum
GSHE channel using the keithley 6221 current source(KI6221).

x

Bx

z
y
Iy

Break-out
box

write

High

read

Low
KI 6221

Osc

A

B

SR830

Fig. B.2. Schematic illustrating the measurement set-up for electrical
measurements in chapter 2
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A toggle switch in the break-out box was used to switch between the two modes.
The B-field was applied along the easy-axis of the magnets in the MTJ(see figure
B.2). First, the switch on the break-out box was put into the write position, the
resistance of the MTJ(RM T J ) was mapped as a function of magnetic field to measure
the resistance of the parallel and anti-parallel states. The switch on the break-out
box was switched to the write-position and a current pulse(Iy ) was applied through
the tantalum strip under the MTJ. As described in chapter 2, an extra magnetic
field was applied to cancel the stray-field on the lower magnet of the MTJ(m as per
chapter 2) when a current pulse was applied using. The circuit was switched back to
the read position and the resistance of the MTJ was measured to check if the MTJ
switched from its initial state. The process was repeated and the data was recorded
to create the hysteresis loops at di↵erent external fields. A labview script was used
to automate the measurement process.

B.2

Black-phosphorus transistors

This section describes the fabrication, measurement and includes the supplementary information related to chapter 5.

B.2.1

Fabrication of black-phosphorus thin-film transistors

Black phosphorus(BP) is susceptible to degradation when exposed to air, moisture.2 So, the BP crystal procured from Smart elements (purity 99.998%) should
be stored in a desiccator. Mechanical exfoliation was used to isolate BP-flakes from
the crystal and transfer them on to a 20nm SiO2 substrate. To prevent degradation
of the flakes while the sample is taken through the fabrication process, a thin layer
of aluminum oxide (⇡ 10nm) can be evaporated on the entire substrate. Another
method that has also been tried by Peng Wu, is to deposit a seeding layer of 2.5nm
aluminum in the PVD-1 system and to grow an Al2 O3 layer in the ALD chamber
2

It has also been pointed out that the degradation is activated by light
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to protect the layers. Both these processes protect the flake from degradation but
make the determination of the flake thickness from AFM difficult. One has to rely
on optical contrast or measure the thickness of the flake right before the contacts are
deposited. So, these are well-suited to protect the BP-flakes during a long process
involving multiple steps where the exact flake thickness is not critical.
In the simple, one-step process used to fabricate BP thin-film transistors in this
study, we chose to exfoliate and finish all processing within 24 hours. The sample
was loaded into a vacuum chamber for electrical measurements immediately after the
processing. Between processing steps the sample was covered in PMMA. The AFM
was used to determine the thickness of the flakes after the electrical measurements
were preformed. This meant that we were not able to make transistors using ultrathin flakes < 3nm. However, we were able to get enough data for flakes ranging from
4 to 12nm. We also preformed AFM measurements to check if the flake thickness
measurements changed over a few days and found that the flakes developed bubblelike protrusions. However, by picking cleaner sections of the flake we were able to
still measure the flake thickness with a generous error bar of 1nm.

B.2.2

Electrical measurements

The electrical measurements on the BP-transistors were performed using the
Agilent-4156 parameter analyzer. Both the transfer and output characteristics of
the transistor showed hysteresis. It is important to keep the direction of the sweep
consistent with the polarity of the voltages in order to get consistent results. For
measuring the transfer characteristic, the VGS was swept from negative to positive
direction when a negative VDS was applied across the device.
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Fig. B.3. (a) & (b) Optical images of exfoliated BP thin films transferred on to 20nm oxide. (c) Optical micrograph of a finished device
with four metal contacts. The p++ substrate under the oxide acts
as a global back-gate (d) AFM image of a finished BP device. The
protrusions on the surface of the flake are visible in the image. (e)
height along the section labelled ’1’ in (d)

B.3

Anomalous hall-e↵ect

This section describes the fabrication of the Anomalous hall bar structures from
chapter 4. The metal stacks were deposited at NYU on 3” oxidized Silicon wafers
using sputter deposition.

B.3.1

Fabrication

1. Alignment mark definition: The Alignment marks were patterned using the
photo-lithography ( or e-beam) lift-o↵. The metal stack used for alignment
marks was Ti(10nm) | Au (100nm) | Ti (10nm) | SiO2 (90nm). When the Raith
was used to pattern resist for the lift-o↵, PMMA A10 was used as the resist
layer. After the lift-o↵ the 3” wafer was diced into into 11mm x 11mm dies.
Before dicing, the sample was coated with a protective layer of AZ1518.
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Fig. B.4. Schematic illustrating the fabrication-flow to make the Pt
Hall-bar with a magnetic-island.

2. Hall bar patterning: A bi-layer resist mask of HSQ-PMMA was patterned using
the Raith as described in section A.2. The Hall bar was aligned to the marks
created in the previous step. The total etch time was approximately 5 mins. The
color of the SiO2 field-area can be used to decide if further etching is necessary.
3. Patterning the magnet: A magnet was patterned between the voltage probes of
the Hall bar using the steps described in section A.2. Care was taken to ensure
that the dry etch did not etch through the entire metal stack around the magnet.
At the end of this step, the topography of the sample was measured using an
AFM to check that the etching of the Hall bar and the patterning of the magnet
were successful.
4. Patterning Contacts using lift-o↵: Cr(10nm) | Au(110nm) contacts were patterned using e-beam lift-o↵ with PMMA A10 resist. The thick metal stack is
necessary when samples need to be wire-bonded.
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5. Wire bonding: The sample was wire-bonded using the west-bond tool. The
setting used for the wire bonding were :
• Channel 1 - Used while creating a bond to the sample contact pad. Power
= 160 and time = 180.
• Channel 2 - Used while creating a bond on the sample puck. Power = 250
and time = 190.

B.3.2

Electrical Measurements

The anomalous Hall e↵ect structures fabricated were characterized in two separate measurement set-ups illustrated in figure B.5. The Anomalous Hall-e↵ect loop
(hall resistance vs Bz ) was measured using the Physical Property Measurement System(PPMS).
1. The sample was wire-bonded to the sample puck . Two devices can be wirebonded to two separate “channels” on sample chuck provided by Quantum Design.
2. The ETO module in the was activated and the sample chuck was plugged into the
bottom of the PPMS chamber using the standard operating procedure. Devices
with very narrow leads, which tend to be sensitive to ESD, “burnt-out” during
the loading process.
3. The radiation shield was inserted into the chamber and the chamber was sealed.
All the measurements were performed using the Resistance option in the ETO
module. This option applies an ac sense current between the I+ and I
and the voltage response between V+ and V

terminals

is measured. The resistance is

calculated by dividing the rms values of voltage V+

and I.

4. The Hall-resistance of the devices was measured as a function of the B-field
applied along the +/

z-direction. In almost all devices, the AHE resistance

had a constant background resistance that o↵set the entire AHE loop. This
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may be related to some fabrication related asymmetry in the voltage legs of the
hall-bar structure which introduces a B-field independent background voltage.
The measurements that needed an in-plane magnetic-field in the y-direction were
performed in the lake shore probe-station. This includes the measurements for current
pulse switching, the AHE resistance vs By and the longitudinal-field measurements.
The set-up is illustrated in figure B.5. The sample was either initialized with a
permanent magnet (the field is ⇡0.5T on the flat surface of the cylindrical magnet.)
or the in the PPMS system. Once the sample is loaded into the probe-station the
only deterministic method to control the magnetization is by using the current-pulse
in combination with a y-directed B-field which sometimes led to partial switching of
the magnet.3
In the probestation, electrical measurements were performed using the Keithley
6221(KI6221) and SR 830 lock-in amplifier. Since the devices were not able to endure
dc currents, the KI6221 current source was operated in the arbitrary waveform mode
to pass short current-pulses in the 50µs to 5 ms range. To read the resistance the
current source was switched to the sine-wave mode and the frequency information
was communicated to the lock-in from the trigger-link ports of the current source to
the “Ref-in” of the lock-in. The equipment were controlled using a lab-view script.

3

Once the set-up for in-plane field in the PPMS is properly calibrated, it is desirable to perform
measurements in the same chamber.
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Fig. B.5. Measurement Schematic to read the magnetization using
AHE and write using current pulses
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C. SCHOTTKY-BARRIER FET MODEL
The contents of this chapter were published in [119]. ©2015, Penumatcha, Ashish
V and Salazar, Ramon B and Appenzeller, Joerg. This article is distributed under a
Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license.
In this appendix, some of the underlying assumptions and limits under which the
Schottky barrier model from chapter 5 is valid are examined.

C.1

E↵ective mass within the model

In this section, we discuss why the Schottky barrier heights extracted using our
model are not sensitive to the e↵ective mass m⇤ values used as an input, while in fact
the total fit of the Ids-Vgs characteristics as discussed below in the context of figure
S1.1. shows a clear dependence on m⇤ .
As discussed in the article, the di↵erent m⇤ -values enter the Ids calculation in
particular through the transmission probability (T) where T depends exponentially
on m⇤ . The value of m⇤ in the armchair and zigzag directions is 0.15 and 1.18
respectively for electrons, and 0.14 and 0.89 respectively for holes. Our devices were
fabricated on wide BP-flakes (¿1 ?m) and not on narrow ribbons. In such wide
channels, the injection occurs simultaneously into all possible directions. Due to the
rather large di↵erence in m⇤ between the armchair and zigzag directions (factor of 6
? 8), the lower of the two masses is expected to dominate the injection process since
it provides in essence a lower resistive injection path into the channel.
In addition to the impact of m⇤ on T, also the number of modes (M) per unit
p
width depends on m⇤ . However, because M is proportional to m⇤ a very small
correction for the o↵-state current, especially when plotted on a log scale occurs due
to the m⇤ impact on M.
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C.2

Impact of the e↵ective mass on the extracted barrier heights

Specifically for BP, the hole Schottky-barrier (SB) is significantly smaller than
the electron SB. For the tunneling distances we are dealing with in this study, the
tunneling probability from the metal into the valence band, which impacts the slope
of the hole-branch, is not impacted even when the heavier hole mass is used (see
plot below). The electron SB on the other hand is quite large and using the heavier
electron mass in the WKB expression does drastically reduce the slope of the electrontunneling branch.
The extracted barrier height, however, is not impacted (not more than the individual error bars) when the heavier mass is used for black phosphorus. To visualize
the above, we present the plot in fig. S1.1.

Fig. C.1. Fit to the measured transfer curve (open blue circles) from
an 8nm thick BP flake using two di↵erent e↵ective mass pairs corresponding to the armchair (red line) and zigzag (black line) directions
in BP.
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It is evident that the lighter of the two masses fits our experimental data (open
blue circles) in line with our explanation in the first paragraph above. However,
independent of the choice of m⇤ , the same set of barrier heights were used to generate
the black and red lines in the plot above. If care is taken to match the minimum
point, the Schottky barrier height extracted from our technique is rather robust to
changes in the e↵ective mass.

C.3

Neglecting scattering in the channel

In the paper, we stated that in the OFF-state the Schottky barriers limit the
transmission through the device and that scattering inside the channel can be ignored
in comparison. This statement is however not universally true. In this section, we
will provide a quick guide to evaluate the applicability of our model for usage in the
context of other devices, explicitly considering the impact of channel length.
The total transmission (T) through the device is:
Ts Td
(C.1)
1 (1 Ts )(1 Td )
when uncorrelated transmissions Ts and Td are considered and electron interference
T =

phenomena are excluded AND if we assume that the transmission through the channel
can be neglected in the OFF-state since Schottky barriers are limiting T . Including
the channel transmission (Tc h) in the expression for T on the other hand, we can
write

T

To neglect Tch

1

=

1

Ts

+

1

Td

Ts
Td
in the above expression,
1

Ts
Ts

+

1

Td
Td

+

>>

1

Tch
Tch

1

+1

Tch
Tch

(C.2)

(C.3)

For small Vds one can assume Ts ⇡ Td . Assuming that Tc h = lmf p /(lmf p + L)
where the lmf p and L are the mean free path in the channel and the channel length
respectively, the final condition that needs to be satisfied is:
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Ts <<

2lmf p
2lmf p + L

(C.4)

The Ts in our paper is the WKB transmission through the source/drain Schottky
barrier and is a function of the energy under consideration. The condition derived
above needs to be satisfied in the energy range where most of the current flows to
validate our claim that in the o↵-state of the device the transmission through device
can be approximated to be dominated by the source/drain-to-channel transmission.
For example, at an energy E, in the tail of the Fermi-Dirac distribution, if the
barrier defined in the channel is lower than this energy, the source-to-channel transmission becomes unity. In such a case, the scattering in the channel dominates the
transmission through the device. However, this current makes up a negligible part
of the total current through the device. In order to suitably describe this e↵ect, we
normalize Ts as follows:

Ts,norm =

20k
Z BT

Twkb fs dE

20kB T

20k
Z BT

(C.5)
fs dE

20kB T

where, Twkb is the WKB transmission probability through a triangular Schottky
barrier, fs is the source Fermi-Dirac distribution and E is the energy. The limits are
chosen to include energies in the Vds window.
To calculate the WKB transmission probability, we assumed the parameters used
for BP in our study, i.e m⇤ =0.15m0 , lmf p =10nm, =0.1 to 0.5eV. The following calculations assume a temperature of 300K.
The dashed line in the graph above corresponds to the limit set by equation C.5for
lmf p = 1nm and L=400nm (the channel length of our devices). Here we assumed a
rather small lmf p value to show that even severe scattering inside the channel does
not impact our analysis. As is evident from the plot, the transmission through the
barrier is lower than the limit set by equation C.5 for all barriers. It is important
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Fig. C.2. Ts,norm calculated for di↵erent Schottky barrier heights as
a function of channel potential. The dashed line corresponds to the
limiting case calculated in equation C.4

to crosscheck if the Schottky barriers dominate the transmission through the device,
using the above equations, before applying the model to analyze the OFF-state.
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